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Jane Olsen: An agent
of change and hope
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FACULTY FOCUS

Biological ttime capsule' ptovides
fossilized glimpse of ancient world

by Angelo Gentile
Millions of years ago, heavy layers of volcanic
ash fell on a large, shallow lake that covered
what is now Republic, a town of 1,000 people,
about twenty miles from the Canadian border
in north-central Washington.
The volcanic ash, which fell nearly 50
million years ago, created a sort of biological
time capsule, preserving plants, insects, and fish
of that time. This has allowed scientists such as
Standley Lewis, a paleo-entomologist at St.
Cloud State University (SCSU), to find and
study the only fossil records of certain insects.
The site has more varieties of plant and insect
fossils than any other paleo-botanical ( study of
plant fossils) tertiary site in North America.
Lewis, who has worked at the site for the
past two summers, says the experience is "like
stepping into a time machine and being able to
look at this lake area and picture how it was
nearly 50 million years ago."
The location was perfect for finding insect
fossils. "The site was an inland lake environment," Lewis says. "So insects became trapped
in the fine-textured sediments (mud)."
One finding Lewis has studied is a collection of 50-million-year-old beetle eggs, one of
the earliest fossil records of the eggs. His
research on this fossil eventually led to an article published last spring in the Journal of

Paleontology.
The beetle eggs are a trace fossil, Lewis
· says, meaning the insect itself was not found
but the eggs or uwhat the insect left behind"
was found, ugiving us some indication that the
insect was there at that time."
To come to that conclusion, however,
Lewis and other researchers first had to play
detective and unravel the mysteries of the
ancient environment.
First, Lewis recalls, researchers had to
identify the leaf and the Alder tree that was
home to the fossil eggs. Then, Lewis had to find
out what type of insects laid eggs on Alder
trees. Research eventually narrowed the choice
to beetles. Much of the research was conducted
on living trees and beetles. uw e worked from
the present-the living environment-to find
out about the past," says Lewis.
Beyond beetle eggs, Lewis and others have
found thirteen orders of insects, which, Lewis
says, is almost one half of the currently known
insect orders in the world. uThat means that
the insect fauna probably was pretty diverse 50
million years ago and, surprisingly, not all that
different from today. You'd think, over all that
time, that some would ·be extinct."
The only major difference was in the size
of the insects. The ancient mayflies, dragonflies,
grasshoppers, bees, wasps, and cockroaches
were slightly larger than today's versions. For
example, ancient spittle bugs, which nowadays
are tiny hopping insects about a half inch long,
were once an inch-and-a-half, considered
uhuge" by today's standards, Lewis says.

Standley Lewis, a paleo-entomologist at St. Cloud State t,Jniversity, holds a
trace fossi I he is studying that is nearly 50 mi 11 ion years old. The smal I bead-Ii ke
markings on the leaves are beetle eggs, found at a research site in Republic,
Washington. Lewis and others have been studying findings from the site for
several years. Photo by Jim Altobell

uThat means that the insect
fauna probably was pretty
diverse 50 million years ago
and, surprisingly, not all that
different from today. You'd
think, over all that time, that
some would be extinct."

Researchers also found one of the only
records of the North American Eocene earwigs
as well as the earliest record of the cutter bee.
Still other researchers who study plant fossils
found forerunners of Christmas trees-the fir
lineage-and the oldest records of mistletoe,
holly, and chestnut.
The plant fossils of Republic, Washington,
have been studied since the seventies, Lewis
says, but up until Lewis became involved in
1989, little had been done on insect fossils.
Wes Wehr, a paleo-botanist at the University of Washington's Burke Museum, first sent
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Lewis a few small samples in 1989. Lewis is
well known as a researcher of insect fossils,
though he claims he received the samples only
because there are few "people like us in the
world. Most people like to work on living species and study their various functions. You
might say that I work on the dead end of
things."
Lewis eventually visited the site in August
1990, financed by grants from the SCSU
Foundation, Inc., and a Minnesota State University System research grant. That summer,
Lewis doubled the number of insect fossils.
Wehr had originally sent 104 insects in 1989
and Lewis brought back 116 in 1990. A second
visit this past summer produced an additional
250 insect specimens. No new insect orders
were found but some uncommon family groups
were recovered.
Lewis will be returning to the Republic
area in the summer of 1992 for a month to collect more material. Who knows what is in that
next layer of volcanic ash?
Angelo Gentile is director of the SCSU Office of Public
Relations and Publications.

NEWSBRIEFS
that the existing airport capacity
was being used up faster than
anticipated.
"There is the risk that the
demand for air travel would
surpass the international airport's ability to cope, thus possibly hindering future economic
· growth," Mattson said. SCSU's
airport management class successfully tackled many of the
same issues.
Results from the study
were to be presented to the St.
Cloud City Council and city
airport advisory board. Last
year, the airport management
class studied the Princeton city
airport.

Visiting professor

SCSU students spoke out in October about racism
on campus and in the St. Cloud community. Students presented a list of demands to SCSU President Brendan McDonald and are continuing to meet
with him to work on these concerns. Some students
have threatened to transfer to other universities if

solutions aren't found for creating a better environment for students of color. Among their demands
were an increase in the number of faculty members
of color, more students of color on the SCSU security force, and a full-time legal advocate for all students. Photo by Jim Altobell
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St. Clo~d State University
(SCSU) students enrolled in the
airport management class this
fall conducted a comprehensive
study of the St. Cloud Municipal Airport.
The students explored public opinions regarding the airport, said Patrick Mattson,
SCSU assistant professor of aviation. The students also studied
the airport's economic impact
on the community, sources of
funding, and the effect on residential and university communities. Given St. Cloud's proximity to the Minneapolis-St. Paul
area, and the rapid population
growth in St. Cloud and the
Twin Cities, it is is reasonable
to assume that any actions taken
by the Minneapolis-St. Paul
Metropolitan Airports Commission (MAC) will have a significant impact on St. Cloud and
local air travel patterns, Mattson
said.
MAC was authorized by
the state legislature to study the
long-term role of the
Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport in relation to
meeting air transportation needs
into the year 2020. The evaluation of this region's only primary, commercial airport found
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Students from St. Cloud State
University (SCSU) are not the
only ones benefiting from the
visit of Liberty Mhlanga fall
quarter. Mhlanga, a professor
from Zimbabwe, Africa, is
teaching several classes on campus, but also is traveling
throughout the state speaking
on the subject of "sustainability" or how resources are used
worldwide.
Mhlanga, who works for
the Agricultural Development
Authority in Zimbabwe, is visiting SCSU on the invitation of
John Peck, SCSU biological
science professor. Mhlanga and
Peck currently are working on
setting up an exchange program
between Zimbabwe and SCSU.
The purpose of this visit is to
observe new technologies in this
country and to tell people about
practices in other parts of the
world, Mhlanga said.
Mhlanga is teaching a class
on African Studies and World
Conservation Strategy, and also
is guest lecturing for several
social science, geography and
social studies classes. In addition to his lectures at SCSU,
Mhlanga has spoken at the
Hubert H. Humphrey Institute
of Public Affairs at the University of Minnesota and at several
Twin Cities seminars. He also is
planning a trip to Canada to
learn more about Canadiantechnology.
"Right now there is a
commitment to recycling, but it
is important to have a deeply
rooted realization of why we are
recycling," Mhlanga said. uy ou
need to have an understanding
of the tgreenhouse effect' and
how we can work to reduce
consumption to save our
resources.".
uThere has been a lot of
talk about solar power," he ·
said. uBut I think it will be a
while before some of this country's big industries take the big
step of moving toward solar
power." While positive steps
are being taken, there is still a
lot of work to l:5e done, Mhlanga
said.

Liberty Mhlanga

uln my country, gasoline
costs the equivalent of five to
six dollars a gallon. When it gets
to the point in this country
where it hurts that bad, I think
you will start to see changes."
Mhlanga is on a threemonth leave of absence from
the Agricultural Development
Authority and will be return to
Zimbabwe when fall quarter
ends in November. While in St.
Cloud, he said he h_ppes to continue work on setting up the
exchange program and to prepare for a world conference on
sustainability next year in Rio
de Janeiro. He also chairs the
Zimbabwe Development Band
and the Environment and
Development Activities in Zimbabwe, and is a board member
of the World Resources lnstitite
in Washington, D.C., and one
of the vice presidents of the
International Union for the
Conservation of Nature and
Natural Resources.

Radio recycling
St. Cloud State's campus radio
station, KVSC, found an unusual way to raise money for its
operating expenses this year .
Faced by budget cuts and
reductions in allocations from
the state, KVSC held a uBig
Neighborhood Garage Sale"
October 6. With the help of
commercial station
WJON/WWJO, KVSC
received donations of hundreds
of items which were priced and
sold at the Halenbeck
fieldhouse.
In all, just over $5,000 was
raised, according to station
manager Kevin Ridley. Interim
general manager Al Neff spent
many hours writing radio promotions to help publicize the
garage sale.
uwe tried to encourage
people to donate things that
could find a second life," Neff
said. ult's like recycling for
radio."
At this time, KVSC staffers
are already looking forward to
next year's garage sale.

Theresa Andrus

Amy Becker

Susan Bell

Robert Gardner

Outstanding students Gardner and Jean Marsolek, St.
Further, these goals are
Six St. Cloud State University
Cloud, and Jayleen Grams,
· needed to improve United
(SCSU) students have been
Glencoe.
States education, board
chosen as recipients of the Col,
Andrus is a non,traditional
members believe.
leges and Universities Outstand, , senior majoring in mass com,
SCSU associate professor
ing Student Recognition Award, munications and psychology.
Tom Krepel, educational admin,
presented annually by the St.
Becker is a senior majoring in
istration, joined researchers
Cloud Area Chamber of Com, French and mass communica,
from the University,of
merce College and University
tions. Bell is a senior majoring
Nebraska,Lincoln and the Uni,
Division.
in elementary education, and
versity of New Orleans to sur,
The six students were
. Gardner is a junior majoring in
vey selected members of local
chosen from among twelve
English and secondary educa,
school boards in those three
finalists for the awards program. tion. Grams is a senior chemis,
states to determine school dis,
The students were honored at
try major, and Marsolek is a
trict response to Bush's uAmer,
the chamber's banquet
non,traditional senior majoring - ica 2000" plan. A total of 612
November 6. The recipients of in applied psychology.
surveys were mailed with 297
the awards, and their families,
Finalists in the program
responses returned, according to
were guests of the chamber at a were Deborah Bischoff, Marilyn l<repel.
reception and awards ceremony Eibensteiner, and Christine Hal,
In 1989, Bush convened
before the banquet.
verson, St. Cloud; Diane Howe,
the nation's governors for an
The program, which
Bethel; Koon,Sang William
education summit to define
includes students from SCSU,
Fung, Hong Kong; and Daniel
goals for American education.
St. John's University, the Col,
Scotting, Pipestone.
In 1990, the governors identi,
lege of St. Benedict, Concordia
fied and presented six goals
College, and the St. Cloud
titled "National Goals for Edu,
Technical College, honors stu,
?
cation." Last spring, the Bush
dents who have demonstrated
nmet goa s.
administration presented its
academic excellence, are active
School board members in Min,
package of legislation-America
in the campus community, and nesota, Nebraska, and Louisiana 2 000-designed to fulfill the
show professional promise. At
are not optimistic about achiev, national education goals, which
SCSU, the students must be in
ing national goals for education
included increasing high school
the top 2 percent of their class
identified by President George
graduation rates nationwide,
academically.
Bush and the nation's gover,
adult literacy, drug, and
" to a survey
violence,free schools and a first
The Scsu recl·p1·ents are·.
nors, accord mg
Theresa Andrus, Maple Lake;
released this fall by a St. Cloud
place ranking in the world by
·
· (SCSU)
American students in math and
Amy Becker' Pl·ne River·, Susan state U mvers1ty
Bell, Cold Spring; Robert
researcher.
science.
uTensions have developed
over all of this," Krepel said. He
conducted the study along with
Lou Paradise, dean of the Col,
lege of Education at the Univer,
sity of New Orleans, and
Marilyn Grady, assistant profes,
sor of educational administra,
tion at the University of
Nebraska,Lincoln.
uMost of the tensions are
over the exclusionary nature of
the goals,setting process . . . It
has been dominated by the
executive branches of the fed,
eral and state governments with
large involvement from the
nation's business community,"
Krepel said. Local policy,
makers are not involved in the
America 2000.
On the likelihood of
achieving America 2000, study
respondents were pessimistic,
SCSU stud en government president Mark Herr speaks at the Atwood
Memorial Center expansion groundbreaking. Various community and with more than forty percent
St. Cloud State dignitaries attended the event, held in November. The indicating a low likelihood of
$5.2 million project will add a non-alcoholic nightclub, a fast food goals achievement. Cost was
franchise, and much needed conference and study facilities. Photo by cited by respondents as the grea,
test impediment to accomplish,
Jim Altobell
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Jean Marsolek

ing America 2000, according to
tl).e survey responses.
However, when respond,
ents were asked whether the
goals were needed to improve
education, more than 85 per,
cent agreed that the goals are
necessary. In addition, more
than half of the respondents
believed the national goals meet
the needs of their own local dis,
trict, though 36 percent indi,
cated uncertainty on this
question.
Einally, those surveyed
were asked to indicate the prior,
ity they would assign to each of
the goals. The goal of providing
a drug, and violence,free school
environment received top prior,
ity from the respondents.

Yo hablo Espanol?
St. Cloud area viewers now have
access to a Spanish language sta,
tion thanks to efforts of West,
mare Cable and St. Cloud State
University (SCSU).
Univision, a network based
in Miami, broadcasts documen,
taries and educational programs
entirely in Spanish. Westmarc's
decision to carry Univision is
the result of a petition circu,
lated by faculty members in the
St. Cloud area, said Elizabeth

Jayleen Grams

Valencia,Borgert, SCSU assist,
ant director of minority pro,
grams. Broadcasts began in late
October.
uThis network will help us
achieve cultural diversity in a
different way," Valencia,Borgert
said. She also acknowledged the
efforts of Lorenzo Florian, Col,
lege of St. Benedict professor, E.
Scott Bryce, SCSU faculty
adviser to UTVS, the campus
television station; Randy Evans,
UTVS technician, and Brad
Veenstra, of Westmarc.
uwe know this program,
ming also will meet the cultural
needs of the growing Hispanic
population in Central Minne,
sota, and add diversity to the
programming offered the entire
community."
W estmarc was interested in
providing the service when it
became evident the community
had an interest in the service.
SCSU is receiving the satel,
lite transmission and relaying it
to W estmarc for broadcast over
community access television
channel 18. St. Cloud viewers
can see Univision 8 a.m. to
noon, 1 to 6:30 p.m. and 8 p.m.
to midnight weekdays during
the academic year. The breaks
in the schedule allow UTVS to
continue to broadcasts its news
and feature programs.

Nigel Hall, left, and Anne Robinson, from the Didsbury College of
Education-at Manchester Polytechnic at Manchester, England, discuss the book, Just Missed Me, in a guest lecture recently at SCSU.
Hall and Robinson co-wrote the book with SCSU's Les Crawford,
chairperson of the Department of Teacher Development. The book
examines children's letter-writing skills from ages five through seven .
Photo by Jim Altobell
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SCSU invention takes on
Olympic proportions
Any advantage an Olympic team has can make
a difference betwec-n victory and defeat.
Thanks to the work of a team of St. Cloud
State University (SCSU) professors, Glenn
Street, Gerald Nestel and Dave Bacharach, the
United States Nordic ski team has a shot at the
gold in the upcoming games in Albertville,
France.
The "arm ergometer" ic; the only known
device of its kind in the world. It has been used
since last year by U.S. Nordic ski team
members for training the upper body muscles.
Street maintains that upper body workouts are
the most overlooked aspects of Nordic ski
training.
"Because more than half of one's propulsive force in skiing comes from the upper body,
I realized this would be an important addition
to a successful training program,'' said Street,
who joined SCSU in 1987 as a faculty member
in the physical education, recreation and sport
sciences department.
"There are two elements that make this
machine different from anything else available
to skiers,,, Street said. "First, it allows skiers
for the first time to simulate ski poling actions
as they would be performed on the snow.,,
The second difference is that the ergometer
is the first system to reliably measure the
"power-output" of the upper body, Street said.
Power-output is measured by comparing the
speed produced with-the level of resistance. A
reliable measure of arm strength and endurance
is essential to effective training for competition,
he adde9.
Street developed an early model of the
device in 1982, when he worked for the Cleveland Clinic Foundation in the sports medicine
area. He was at the same time serving as a consultant for the U.S. Cross-Country Ski T earns,
helping to evaluate the effectiveness of their
training program.
The present model is a more sophisticated
version, which has already been used for training at the U.S. Olympic Training Center in
Colorado Springs and by other teams at Lake
Placid. The arm ergometer is figuring prominently in athlete's training for the 1992 winter
games in France, he said.
Street has a distinguished history of helping the U.S. Nordic Ski Teams. From 1982 to
1984, he worked as a consultant on rating the
effectiveness of the training programs. Since
1984, he has been a consultant designing
equipment to be used by the ski teams.
His work with the Olympics gave four
SCSU graduate students the opportunity last
spring to assist athletes in their training at the
main camp in Colorado Springs, Colorado.
"It's given them a great chance to apply
their knowledge to real life applications,,,
according to Street.

SCSU student demonstrates an "arm ergometer,"
the only known device of its kind in the world. It is
being used by members of the U.S. Nordic ski
team for training the upper body muscles. This

device, developed by SCSU faculty members
Glenn Street, Gerald Nestel, and Dave Bacharach, will be used for training during this year's
Winter Olympics. Photo by Jim Altobell

SCSU's Olym.pic connections
m.ake winter gam.es special
byTimForby
In 1980, a group of hockey players, mostly
United States college students, surprised the
world by winning the gold medal in the Winter
Olympic Games.
In 1992, St. Cloud State University
(SCSU) will boast several direct connections to
the games.
Brett Hedican, SCSU senior, is trying to
become the first player from SCSU to make the
United States Olympic Hockey Team. As of
Outlook press time, the odds look pretty good.
Hedican has performed well in training camp
since being chosen for Team USA following
try-outs last summer at SCSU. Team USA has
played against National Hockey League teams
and Olympic teams from other countries. The
other time SCSU had an Olympic connection
was when two brothers compted in the Greco. Roman wrestling division several years ago.

Hedican takes his hockey seriously, and
has found that the competition level has been
tough so far, but the team has really come
together, he said.
"It's been the ultimate dream for me to
play on the Olympic team. It's a thrill to put on
that jersey each game,,, he said.
Hedican has a resource most of the other
players on the team do not have. He's been
talking some to John Harrington, a member of
that 1980 "dream" Olympic team. Harrington
is currently an assistant hockey coach at SCSU.
"I wish we could have talked more," Harrington said. "We did talk a little about how he
needed to play in the trials and that he needs to
focus on each game as they come.,,
Once the season ends, Hedican, a draft
choice of the St. Louis Blues, will have to
Olympics cont'd., page 12

This story was written b, Deborah Hudson, Outlook
managing editor, and Jim Bjorklun, SCSU mass communications alumnus.

John Harrington
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Anne Abicht

Bret Hedican
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National reputation forecast
for SCSU meteorology program
byTimForby
While umezzo scale motions" and uwave oscillation" might sound complex, there are students and faculty at St. Cloud State University
(SCSU) who can easily translate these weather
buzz words into understandable concepts.
These students and faculty members are
part of the SCSU meteorology program in the
SCSU Department of Earth Sciences. The
·
department offers the only meteorology degree
in the state, in part because of its instructors.
Three faculty members have been
nationally recognized for professional achievements and students are working for the
National Weather Service and private forecasting companies like Total Weather of Wayzata.
The program will further
enhance its name recognition
when KARE- 11 television meteorologist Paul Douglas begins teaching a course here this spring for
meteorology students interested
in broadcasting.
Douglas was attracted to the
program in part because of the
program's successes. Recent
achievements include grants to
faculty members Alan Anderson,
Gregory Nastrom, and Bob
Weisman.
Nastrom's work was recognized last February with a
$250,000 grant from the
National Science Foundation to
study mezzo scale motions in the
Paul Douglas
upper atmosphere.
uThat is a scientific way of saying I will be
studying the vertical motion of air," Nastrom
said. ult's that vertical motion that creates what
we know as weather."
The results of his research will be shared
with the federal government and other universities and national organizations concerned with
the study of weather. Nastrom currently is
employing SCSU students to help with the
research and collection of data. Nastrom, in his
fourth year at SCSU, also has received grants
from NASA and the United States Air Force to
study weather.
Weisman also is busy working on a grant
he received to study the blizzard that hit Fargo,
North Dakota, in the winter of 1989.
uThat storm was peculiar because the snow
developed before the storm developed,''
Weissman said: ttlf you remember, they had a
twenty-five-0egree drop in temperature in three
hours and a white,out." Weisman's study will
concentrate on this storm and also on the conditions needed to produce snow instead of rain.
The work of these faculty members is
impressive, but it is not only faculty members
who are gaining notoriety for their work. Several students in the program are taking what
they learn in the classroom and putting it to
practical use.
·
SCSU senior Tracy Currier is working for
the National Weather Service in St. Cloud. She
worked full-time at the weather service this
summer, and continues to work about sixteen
hours a week while taking classes. Her responsibilities at the weather service include taking
observations, forecasting, and compiling

National Weather Service
worker and SCSU student
Tracy Currier prepares to
release a weather balloon
that will measure upper-level
atmospheric data up to
100,000 feet above the
ground. Currier is a student
in SCSU's meteorology program. Photo by Jim Altobell

weather summaries and climate data. Currier
credits the SCSU meteorology program for her
success. This is remarkable, she said, because
she came to SCSU without knowing the
department would develop a meteorology
degree program.
u1 have had outside contact with people
curious about our program and I honestly can
recommend the program to them as a way to
enter the profession," Currier said.
John Jedda also is working in the meteo,
rology field. Jedda, a senior at SCSU, works at
Total Weather in Wayzata, which is owned by
Douglas~Jedda and several of his classmates
have worked part- and full-time for the company this past year.
· uWe're best known for the weather forecasts in the Minneapolis Star-Tribune, and the
live and taped weather segments that air on
local radio stations, including WJON in St.
Cloud," he said.
uwe got involved with the company when
Douglas sent a notice up to our professors asking that interested students apply for jobs." In
addition to the forecasts for media, Total
Weather offers its services to local construction
firms and other businesses affected by the
weather.
While all people are affected by weather,
not eveyone understands the concept of meteo-
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ology, Weisman said. ul've
had people who wanted to
bring me rocks when they
heard I was a meteorologist." Overall, however, this
is a pretty weatherconscious state, he
observed.
uMinnesotans are even
kind of 'macho' when it
comes to the weather,'• said
Weisman. ''We like to tell
people it's twenty-five
degrees below zero, and we
can take it!"
Currently, seventy-five
students are enrolled in the
degree program or are
working toward being
accepted in the major. Students still field some strange
questions. Few people are
questioned about the heavy
calculus and physics class
requirements, or the success
of the new program.
uWhen most people h~r I am going into
meteorology, the first thing they ask is if I'm
going to be on television," Currier said.
Meteorology faculty continue to upgrade
equipment and program offerings, which are
key to providing a quality program to prepare
students for the many types of jobs requiring
knowlege of meteorology.
This winter, the program will move into a
new computer lab featuring new work stations
and terminals, thanks to a grant received by
faculty member Alan Anderson who is a
twenty-seven-year veteran of the SCSU earth
sciences department.
ult was a matching grant, so half the
money came from the National Science Foundation and half from SCSU," Anderson said.
uThe total was about $44,000 and about all of
that will go towards furnishing our lab with
new equipment.''
While all people are affected by weather,
not eveyone understands the concept of meteorology, Weisman said. ul've had people who
wanted to bring me rocks when they heard I
was a meteorologist." Overall, however, this is
a pretty weather-conscious state, he observed.
Tim Farby is a student writer in the SCSU Office of Public Relations and Publications.
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Hope springs eternal-and maternal,
for SCSU Women's Center director

Jane Olsen Photos by Jim Altobell

by Deborah Hudson
Jane Olsen's son was born on the day of her
two--year anniversary as director of the St.
Cloud State University (SCSU) Women's
Center.
She reflects on the coincidence from two
perspectives. First, she's a new mother, facing
the challenges of raising a boy to respect others
in a society where discrimination against
women is reality.
Second, as an advocate for women, she's
pleased she joined the campus in October 1989
to head the SCSU Women's Center, which
offers programs, support groups, referrals, and
outreach services from its Colbert House North
location.
"A university setting allows for the diverse
expression of ideas," ,says Olsen. "It's a place
where change and the puri:;uit of humane values
can be learned in the classroom and transferred
to our lives."

«we have to educate society about these
issues-they aren't just women's issues."

Olsen's quiet yet firm voice is reassuring to
many. Widely regarded for her thoughtful, caring manner and common sense approach in
articulating the needs of women, she exudes
warmth, security, and confidentiality.
She's easy to talk to when it comes to tackling the tough issues of sexual violence against
women, date and acquaintance rape, and discrimination against women and people of color.
Her counsel is sought by students, SCSU
faculty, and administrators in the worst of
times-a fact brought home to many who dealt
with the abduction and murder this summer of
St. Cloud State student Melissa Johnson. Johnson was taken from in front of her south side
home July 9 as she walked her roommate's dog.
Her alleged assailant led police to a rural area
several days later where her body was found.
Olsen had just returned from trip with
her husband Greg Randle, a social worker at
Caritas Family Services, and was told about the
abduction. Thereafter, as women's center director, she was sought out for interviews by the
news media. She gracefully handled the insensitive and uninformed questions: "Why was

a

Missy out walking, anyway?" and "ls the university going to offer more programming
because of this?"
Both the media and much of the public
need to be enlightened about the real questions
to be asked, Olsen asserts.
"I was horrified at what happened to Missy
... we all were," Olsen recalls. "I believe in my
heart that the more women gain their independence, the more backlash there is, and
women find themselves in qanger.
"Missy was exercising a right to walk on a
street," she says, "and we have to look at the
fact that there was a man out there stalking,
looking for a victim. What we should be asking
is this: 'Why was this allowed to happen?"'
While the natural response to such a
tragedy might be to create new programs aimed
at teaching women self-defense and other protective measures, Olsen spoke out on the fact
that such programs already are in place.
Further, assault education efforts always seem
to be directed at women.
"It's men who are the perpetrators in sexual violence and battering," says Olsen. "We
have to educate society about these issuesthey aren't just women's issues."

Making changes
Olsen's commitment to women's issues has
earned her praise from campus departments
and community groups with whom she works.
St. Cloud Police Department investigator Pete
Legus admires her appreciation for the role the
criminal justice system takes in prosecution of
sex offenders and batterers.
"She has great knowledge of sexual assault
and sexual violence issues, and what issues are
important for victims from a law enforcement
perspective," says Legus, a 17-year veteran of
the St. Cloud Police. "It's extremely important
for her to help when victims are reluctant to
contact police. She's been very important in
opening channels with the university, the ( Central Minnesota) Sexual Assault Center, and the
police department."
Legus and Olsen, along with campus security director Mark Petrick, have conducted presentations for campus groups to improve outreach to students. They worked together with
the Unfoersicy Chronicle last spring on a series of
stories about date and acquaintance rape,
assault and violence. These efforts are made in
an effort to dispel the belief that these are problems for women.

"I personally believe it's not a women's
problem," says Legus, "It's a men's problem."
This attitude in part is what prompts Olsen
to work with representatives of BrotherPeace, a
men's organization dedicated to ending violence
against women, and to develop programs aimed
at fraternities and sororities. Olsen's educational background with bachelor's and master's
degrees in psychology from Sangamon State
University in Springfield, Illinois, serves her
well as she educates students.
"I speak to a lot of men who say, 'why are
you talking to me? I'm one of the good guys,"'
Olsen says. "But I ask these men if they speak
out when they hear a sexist joke, or if they challenge family and friends. I tell these men that
statistics bear out that women at age eighteen
are at the highest risk of being raped, and the
average age of a man who rapes on campus is
twenty.''
Besides programming, Olsen also offers
training for campus security officers and residence hall staff on the problems of sexism,
harassment, and techniques for helping sexual
assault victims. She recently learned that the
SCSU Women's Center will receive a grant of
$40,000 over two years from the St. Paul-based
Otto Bremer Foundation. The grant will provide support for a comprehensive sexual violence prevention program for the campus, targeting freshmen with a mandatory education
program, which Olsen hopes will be replicated
at other college campuses. The grant will also
provide for on-campus advocacy to assist victims with academic concerns, remedial and
counseling referrals, and review of campus policies to deter sexual assault.
"I'm very pleased with the level of support
for the program," Olsen says. "The (Otto)
Bremer Foundation is supporting a project
which has social change implications."

Struggles continue
With its growing visibility, one might
believe that the SCSU Women's Center focuses ·
primarily on programs, especially since its
annual budget after Olsen's salary and part-time
support staff is about $10,000. In fact, the
SCSU Women's Center is service-oriented,
because it provides information and referral on
community services and issues including child
care and counseling, and operates support networks like the recently initiated Sexual Assault
Survivors' Group.
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"We're ready to intervene and help students in trouble see what their options are,"
says Olsen. The establishment of the center
helped ease these responsibilities carried in the
past by staff at the SCSU Counseling Center
and female faculty, particularly in the human
relations and women's studies'departments.
SCSU women's studies Professor Pat
Samuel remembers the struggles students faced
when discussion about an on,campus women's
center first arose six years ago.
"Much of the credit for getting women's
center here has to go to the students,'' explains
Samuel, who has been with SCSU for ten years.
They visited other women's centers, held rallies
and went in and talked to President (Brendan)
McDonald. Those women have gone from here,
but they laid the groundwork."
Samuel agrees that cooperation on campus
between departments and groups has improved
because of the SCSU Women's Center.
Women's studies and the center, along with the
student group CAASA-Campus Advocates
Against Sexual Assault-frequently co,sponsor
events like Women's Month in October, and
Women's History Month, and bring in speakers
as resources permit.
"There have been some changes here since
I came ten years ago, and there is a big advantage having a center. We've adopted sexual
assault policies, and we publicize assault, and
we have a center that is a central place to collect
information on assaults," Samuel notes. Olsen
says the campus improvements in safety
measures-increased lighting, emergency callboxes, and 24-hour escort service-are examples of a continually improving campus
environment.
SCSU Counseling Center Director Bob
Bayne credits Olsen's personality and dedication to women for the success of the center's
programs. "I think her hiring helps meet a critical need at SCSU," he says. "She's an extraordinary woman who shows a high level of commitment to the university and the needs of
women on campus."
Taken a step further, Bayne says Olsen's
approach meets a unique need for a wide spectrum of women. The SCSU Women's Center
and the SCSU Counseling Center do not com".
pete, he says, because the presence of each
makes the other stronger. "If the system is
working, the benefits go both ways," Bayne
believes. "She is recognized on and off campus,
and that's very helpful for the university."
The Central Minnesota Sexual Assault
. Center (CMSAC), located on the Mall Germain, serves women from throughout the area,
and works cooperatively with the SCSU
Women's Center in many ways, according to
director Peggy LaDue, a SCSU alumnae who
earned her bachelor's degree in social work.
"Sometimes this community reacts to
assaults of college women as if they are separate
from the community," LaDue explains. "There
are even some that think that all assault problems here are because of the campus. We are all
in this together, sexual assault is not just a campus problem."
The establishment of the SCSU Women's
Center nearly three years ago has greatly
improved the services offered, LaDue says.
''Before the (SCSU Women's) Center, it was
hard for students to access community resources," LaDue says. "And it helps all of us to
share resources." (Coincidentally, LaDue's sister, Lee LaDue, is acting director of the SCSU
Women's Center during Olsen's parental
leave.)

''To promote women and respond
to issues affecting the status

of

campus and in the
larger society."

women on

-Mission statement, SCSU
Women's Center

Jane Olsen, director of SCSU's Women's Center, speaks out against
racism at a demonstration that occurred in October on campus.
Olsen, in her role as women's center director, works on a number of
social issues both on campus and in the St. Cloud area. Photo by Jim
Altobell

Menton are important
Working on a campus makes many faculty
and staff acutely aware of the roles they play as
teachers and mentors. Olsen credits several
female faculty members from her alma mater,
along with deep friendships with women
friends, as strong influences in her life.
Her affinity for advocacy was nurtured
during her college years, she says, because Sangamon was non-traditional in its approach to
education. "The more I think about it now, I
realize I socialized and 'scholarized,'-if that's a
word-with many of the faculty. I felt very
comfortable there."
She put her beliefs to work during her
four-year tenure as director of the Illinois Network for Displaced Homemakers in Springfield,
the job she held before joining SCSU in the fall
of 1989. She organized programs and referrals
for single parents and displaced women. She
also practiced civil disobedience, and volunteered with Illinois National Organization for
Women working on passage of an Equal Rights
Amendment.
"I find it interesting now that students will
tell me that I am a mentor for them, and I still
remember my mentors," Olsen muses. "I feel
very comfortable in the university setting."
Holding out hope
With a resurgence of activism regarding
issues of sexual violence and harassment, Olsen
sees opportunities on and off campus for
expanding awareness of the varied needs of
women.
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"At the Women's Center, we are sensitive
to the needs of older women, non-trads, lesbians, victims of assault and women of color,"
she says. And while many items are simply
"referred" to her because she directs the center,
she's aware that the campus community appreciates the services, referrals, advice, and
information.
Personally, there are times when she's dismayed at how quickly some people dismiss
problems as "women's issues," and fail to ~e
a more inclusive view. Her disappointment at
the outcome of the Anita Hill-Clarence Thomas
hearings, and heartbreak over Missy Johnson's
murder only add to the feeling that real progress for women is being made incrementally, at

best.
Though she's naturally optimistic, are
there times when Olsen loses hope for change?
"Sometimes I ask myself why this is so
hard," Olsen replies, her fine-featured face taking on a serious scowl. "Sometimes things
change so little."
But a loving caress of her newborn son is
all it takes for Olsen to firmly resolve:
"I think about the world like it is now, and
what responsiblity we have for assisting our
children in developing a humane, non-violent
lifestyle. It's awesome, isn't it?"

Deborah Hudson is managing editor of Outlook and
assistant director of the SCSU Office of Public
Relations and Publications.

FOUNDATION

SCSU: Being a leader in adverse tinies
Foundation Report

Jan DeBerry Zniewski

Recently, I spent most of one morning in
the St. Cloud State University (SCSU)
geography department. Dr. Robert Bixby,
director of the Center for Geographic
Information Systems (GIS), demonstrated
the new interactive computer system
which ties data files to maps for decisionmaking. These maps ranged in scale from
satellite photo images to neighborhood
maps showing trees and water mains. It
was fascinating to learn that this type of
system was used by the Military during
the Persian Gulf conflict.
I learned that a working knowledge
of this system will soon be a minimum
requirement for large numbers of jobs.
This will be especially true in the federal,
state, and local government positions.
According to Dr. Bixby, SCSU is the only
institution in the upper Midwest, and one
of only three or four in the nation, to
have this configuration of six work stations. Use of GIS is at capacity, with fulltime undergraduate students and people
from the workforce.

It is good to know that our university
is a leader, even in the midst of financial
adversity. this program is possible because
of corporate contributions from
ARC/INFO, a California company, and
special support from IBM.
Most of us are used to the notion
that private support is essential in providing scholarships at St. Cloud State. After
all, the Minnesota State University System institutions cannot provide scholarships from tuition or state allocation, as is
possible by both private institutions and
the University of Minnesota. Because of
this, private support is increasingly important to the programs at SCSU, as well.
The Forward Fund, the new annual
fund program at SCSU, provides for both
scholarships and wider support. Academic
resources, such as assisting with procurement of equipment and library materials,
are going to increasingly be supported by
gifts from the Forward Fund. Administrative and faculty programs are important,
too. The SCSU Foundation's Faculty and

Staff Grant program has a place for overall faculty development program at the
university.
Contrary to what many think, St.
Cloud State is not fully state-supported.
We are state-assisted. The difference
between being an average or an excellent
university is increasingly attributable to
support from private resources.
Individuals-every individual-can make
a positive difference.
Gifts to SCSU are welcome at all
times of the year. Many of our alumni and
friends choose to give at the year's end.
We have incluqed a clip-out, mail-in form
( see page 9) to assist you in sending a gift
at this time, and we hope that you will! If
you are considering a gift of stock or land
and would like assistance in making this
kind of donation, please call me at ( 612)
255-3177.
Jan DeBerry Zniewski is director of university
advancement.

SCHOLARSHIPS
and their courses of study must
be botany or ecology. The schoStudents at St. Cloud State
larship will be awarded for the
University (SCSU) majoring in first time this spring for next
fall.
biology during the 1992-93
school year will be eligible for a
"We are very grateful to
new scholarship.
the Hopkins' for their gift on
Through a gift to the SCSU behalf of our biological sciences
Foundation, Inc., Harold Hopprogram," said John McCue,
kins, and his wife Gladys estab- chair of the SCSU biological
lished the Harold H. Hopkins
sciences department. "This
Scholarship Fund for SCSU
generous gift will help talented
students majoring in biology.
students further their studies."
Hopkins is a faculty emeritus
from SCSU who taught in the
Department of Biological Scien- Borden Kirch gift
ces from 1957 to 1985.
Stephanie Borden Kirch, St.
Hopkins received his B.A.
Paul, has established the E.
from Fort Hays (Kansas) State
University in 1940 and his M.S. Scott Bryce Mass Communications Scholarship to honor E.
in 1941. In 1950, he received
his Ph.D. in botany and zoology Scott Bryce, a professor in the
SCSU Department of Mass
from the University of
Communications. It is given in
Nebraska. Hopkins dedicated
his career to the conservation of memory of her late father,
Richard J. Borden.
the earth's resources. He
Borden Kirch describes
worked as a soil conservationist,
Bryce as someone who chalbotany instructor and range
conservationist before he joined
SCSU in 1957. In 1959, when
the biology program became a
university department, Hopkins
was selected to be the first
department chair.
During his SCSU career, he
submitted more than twentyfive successful grant proposals
to t.he National Science Foundation and taught courses in
botany, general ecology, and
environmental ecology. Hopkins
and his wife live in Florida.
To be considered for this
scholarship, students must be
juniors, seniors or graduate students with a declared biology
major. They also must be academically qualified as deterHarold Hopkins
mined by a selection committee

Hopkins scholarship

lenges students to make the
most of their potential. He
encourages and believes in
them, and makes a difference in
education, she said.
Her father's examples of
personal kindness and belief
that you should honor what you
value led her to establish this
endowed scholarship.
Borden Kir.c h was a student at SCSU in the seventies,
and pursued a degree in mass
communications. Following
graduation in 1978, She was a
journalist and news editor with
WCCO-AM radio, produced
regionally and nationally syndicated public affairs programs,
and is presently a communication consultant to the financial
industry.
Borden Kirch said that
throughout her years at SCSU
and during her career, Bryce was
supportive of her work and
believed in her goals. She said

he was supportive and believed
in all of his students.
The scholarship is intended
to be awarded to SCSU seniors
majoring in mass communications who have overcome adversity to achieve their goals.
Borden hopes recipients of the
scholarship will remember that
someone believes in them.
"Through this endowment,
along with Scott Bryce, I wish to
reach out to those students with
the message that meant so much
to me during my years at SCSU:
'I believe in you.' "
The endowment which
funds the scholarships was
established with an initial gift of
$25;000 from Borden Kirch. It
is the largest endowed scholarship restricted to mass communications majors. Borden
Kirch invites others who wish to
honor their experiences as mass
communications majors to contribute to this scholarship
as well.

Wester scholarship
An award from the William
John Wester Memorial Scholarship in British Studies will be
made for the first time next
spring through the St. Cloud
State University (SCSU) Office
of International Studies.
The endowed scholarship
was initially established in 1987,
as a memorial by Wester' s parents, Janis and Dennis Dolan. A
recent gift from J.C. Kreitz,
Wester's grandfather, brings the
endowment to the level where
awards can be made.
William John Wester was a
St. Cloud State student who was
struck by a car while in Alnwick, England, participating in
the university's British Studies
program. He died October 6,
1986.
Wester's parents described
Bill as a "free spirit" who
embraced fully the challenge of
learning about a foreign culture.
With that in mind, they
designed the scholarship fund
for SCSU students in the British
Studies program who meet this
and other criteria.

Want to start an
endowment or give
to a scholarship
fund?
For further information, contact Jan DeBerry Zniewski,
SCSU Director of Advancement, Alumni & Foundation
Center. (612) 255-3177.
Stephanie Borden Kirch
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Bill Wester

FOUNDATION
gift from Brainard,
Voelker scholarship initial
whose family home was in
Two long-time faculty members Becker, Minn. Graduates from
Becker High School will receive
at St. Cloud State University
(SCSU) recently established an special consideration for receipt
of this scholarship. Additional
endowment to eventually provide scholarships to SCSU stu- gifts to this fund are welcome.
dents majoring in mass
communications.
SCSU faculty, staff
The Fran and Mil Voelker
Scholarship in Mass Communi- campaign near goal
cations was established with an
The 1991 Faculty/Staff Caminitial gift from Fran and Mil
Voelker. The couple are gradu- paign has topped last year's
record total. At this time, 580
ates of the university as well as
faculty
and staff have made gifts
faculty emeriti of SCSU. They
or pledges of $115,866. In 1990
make their home in Sartell.
Fran Voelker taught in the the campaign totalled $112,524,
which was a 41 percent increase
mass communications departover
the previous year.
ment from 1959 to 1991. Mil
The spring 1991 campaign,
Voelker taught English and later
under the leadership of Kent
worked in an administrative
Frohrip,
chairperson of the
position between 1965 to 1990.
Department
of Music, marked
The couple are co-authors of
three editions of "Mass Media: the tenth year for the campaign.
Each year this campaign has
Forces in Our Society" pubgrown
in participation and total
lished by Harcourt Brace Jovasize.
Gifts
from the campaign
novich in 1972, 1975, and
1978. The second edition of the support scholarships, faculty
book was awarded a Certificate grants, and university and
departmental programs. The
of Excellence from the Amerigoal for 1991 is $125,000 and
can Institute of Graphic Arts
and was selected for exhibition gifts and pledges are still being
accepted.
in the 1975 AIGA Learning
Materials Show.
"The Voelkers dedicated
salutes its
themselves to St. Cloud State
University and its students for
scholarship stars
many years," said Jan DeBerry
Those individuals who have
Zniewski, SCSU director of
advancement. "Their generosity .contributed to scholarships and
endowed funds at St. Cloud
comes from their appreciation
of the teaching and learning that State University were literally
is so important here. I think this the ustars" of the show at a
recent reception and dinner
is a grand celebration of their
called usalute on Center Stage."
commitment to St. Cloud
The group first gathered for
State."
a reception in the lobby of
SCSU's Stewart Hall Auditorium
and then went inside the
Depuis Scholarship
auditorium to sit down at tables
on the stage for dinner.
A graduate from St. Cloud
Lee Hanson, SCSU FounTeachers College, now St.
Cloud State University (SCSU), dation president, and Brendan
McDonald, SCSU president, ·
has established a scholarship
welcomed the nearly 70 guests
fund to assist students interand thanked them for their supested in furthering their educaport of both annual and
tion at SCSU.
Esther Laurel Depuis Brai- endowed scholarships. Special
nard has established the Minnie recognition was given to those
new members of the Heritage
Boese Depuis Scholarship to
Club whose names are added
honor the memory of her
this year to the Heritage Club
mother, Minnie Boese Depuis,
plaque that hangs in the lobby
1892-1973. Depuis Brainard
of Stewart Hall Auditorium.
describes her mother as someThen, to truly make the donors
one who had a lifelong love for
the stars of the show, guests
learning and who took pride in
were invited to introduce themboth of her daughters' achieveselves and tell about the schoments when they attended St.
larships and programs that they
Cloud State Teachers College.
support.
This scholarship has been
established to help students
finance their education. Depuis
25th reunion
gave emotional support and
encouragement to her children
fund continues
while they were in school, but
Last year the class of 1965
was unable to help them financially. The intent of the scholar- established a new reunion fund
to commemorate the twentyship is to keep Depuis' love of
education alive by making it eas- fifth anniversary of their graduation from St. Cloud State Uniier for some students to attend
versity (SCSU).
college.
This year, the class of 1966
This endowed scholarship
continues this new tradition.
has been established with an

Class member Jim Locke, of
Ellerbe Becket, Inc., is the
chairperson of this year's
campaign.
The purpose of the fund is
to maintain and enhance educational excellence at SCSU
through both endowed scholarship funds and gifts to the Forward Fund.

uwe are pleased to be
among the first to contribute to
this commemorative fund,"
Locke said. uA twenty-fifth
anniversary is an important
milestone, and a good time to
make a special gift to St. Cloud
State."
For more information on
the fund, contact the SCSU
Foundation, Inc.

The end of 1991:

It's not too l~te
to make a donation to SCSU
Your holiday ((to-do" list keeps growing: shop for those
last-minute gifts, mail out the holiday greeting cards, plan
the New Year's Eve party, and, oh yes, think about the tax
season. Well, if you are still looking for a tax deduction
that is also a worthy cause, remember St. Cloud State
University, your alma mater.
SCSU Foundation, Inc. officials remind alumni that
it is not too late to make a 1991 contribution to SCSU's
Forward Fund, a new component of the annual fund. All
you need to do is complete the coupon below and return it
to the SCSU Foundation.

Happy Holidays from SCSU!

SCSU

Yes, I want to support SCSU with a gift to the Forward
Fund.Amount _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Please enroll me as a member of the:
_ _ River Club $ 100 to $249
_ _ Oak Club $250 to $499
_ _ Granite Club $500 to $599
_ _ President's Club and Societies $1,000 and higher

My contribution will be paid as indicated:
_ ·_ Check enclosed for _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_ _ Pledge, to be paid as follows:
(fiscal year ends June 30)
__ Please bill me quarterly next year.
__ This membership is joint with
my spouse
Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date~·-----'--Name: _ _- ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - ' - - - Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ - - - - - ' - - City, State, Zip:---------------'-----'--Phone: Home ________ Work_-'----'-----Employer: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Position:_---=--_.;__ _ _ _ _.:....__ _ _ _ _....;__--'---- - I/We work for a matching gift company. Matching gift
form enclosed.
__ I would like information about establishing a scholarship or special endowment at SCSU.
Please make check payable to: SCSU Foundation, Inc.
Mail to:
SCSU Foundation, Inc.
Alumni and Foundation Center
St. Cloud State University
720 Fourth Avenue South
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301-4498
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Recognition program
to honor donors
A new, comprehensive recognition program for donors to the
St. Cloud State University
Foundation was announced
recently by Lee Hanson, president of the foundation.
· uThis program will give us
an opportunity to recognize and
honor the many individuals and
businesses supporting SCSU at
specific levels," Hanson said.
The new program,
approved at a recent foundation
board meeting, will recognize
donors for annual giving, campaign giving, lifetime giving, and
endowment and deferred giving.
The annual giving program
has been revised and expanded
and will be introduced next fall.
"Those donors who support
SCSU year after year form a
committed core of donors who
truly make it possible for the
foundation to accomplish its
mission each year. We want to
thank these donors in a special
way," Hanson said.
Annual gift club membership levels begin at $100 and
range up to $25,000.
"Our traditional plaque
program is being phased out,''
said Kay Sebastian, director of
SCSU's annual fund. "We are
going to be offering donor club
members a limited edition,
commemoration medallion for
each year of club membership."
The medallions are being
designed to reflect special characteristics and campus scenes of
SCSU. "We believe our donors
will enjoy collecting and displaying these special medallions," Sebastian said.
Details about the new program will be available in early
1992. Gifts made during the
university's fiscal year, July 1
through June 30, are eligible for
club membership.
The annual gift clubs are:
River Club
$100-$249
Oak Club
$250-$499
Granite Club
$500-$999 .
President's Club
and Societies $1,000 and higher
(Donors who gitle more than $1,000
belong to the President's Club. Additionally, there are three new societies
within the club that accommodate

leadership giving levels.)
President's Club$1,000Andrews
Society$5,000-$9,999
(Gen. Christopher C. Andrews was
a founding board member, 1868)
Ira Moore Society$10,000-$24,999
(first administTator 1868-1875)
Isabel Lawrence Society$25,000
(acting president 1915-1916)
If you have questions or would like
a gift club brochure, please call the
SCSU Foundation at (612)
255-3177.

ALUMNI NEWS

High tnarks prevail £or fall quarter alutnni
Alumni Focus

Bob Dinndorf

Ted Lockett

"Educating highly educated people about
higher education, is the busin~ of the
Alumni Association," (see Fall '91 Outlook). As an educational institution in its
own right, it seems proper that the
Alumni Association issue a fall quarter
1991 progr~ report.
Assignment 1: A field trip on September
25 took the university to Minneapolis
where the 1991 SCSU Alumni Associa,
tion annual meeting was conducted. The
busin~ meeting was followed by a recep,
tion and dinner at the Sheraton Park Place
Ballroom. Alumni and friends became
personally reacquainted with SCSU by
visiting faculty and staff members.
Johnny and Jay were unavailable that
evening so Jeff (as in Jeff Passolt
'81) sat in as host of the "SCSU Tonight
Show" following dinner. Jeff's talent for
providing commentary on their remarks
was a perfect fit for this hard,to,please
audience. Special guest Susan Vass closed
the show and brought down the house
with forty minutes of stop,it,my,cheeks,
are,cramping,from,laughter stand,up
comedy.
Assignment 2: Hall of Fame Day. Jim
Gilleland '76 hosted the induction of six
former Husky athletes into this exclusive
athletic club on September 28. The hono,
rees spanned the years 1927 to 1981 and
represented seven sports. Jim is living
proof that dreams can come true. His goal

Mark Neeb

as an SCSU student was to attend ball
games for a living. In his role as a sports
broadcast personality, he is able to work
hard and play hard at the same time.
Assignment 3: Executive,in,Residence.
Bob Myers '60 spent September 30
through October 1 on campus acquainting
students, faculty, and community
members with ramifications of decisions
regarding energy sources while himself
becoming reacquainted with his alma
mater. Bob currently is president of the
California based LP Gas Clean Fuels Coa,
lition, a trade. organization involved in
research, legislative and regulatory advo,
cacy, and education relating to natural gas
and concerns about environmental
quality.
Bob's visit was an installment in the
on,going Alumni,in,Residence series
which he had a hand in creating.
Final exam: Homecoming 1991.
Throughout the sixty,three year history of
homecoming at St. Cloud State, just one
failing grade has been entered into the
record boolc: 1988. Since that year,
homecoming has qnce again become a
respected campus tradition.
This year, an Olympian theme was
played out at the annual alumni awards
dinner where banquet guests were enter,
tained by the SCSU International Dance
Club. Flags, the Olympic rings, and travel
posters further enhanced the international

Clara Zweber-Porter

character of the event. The banquet also
took on aspects of a comedy gallery when
Jim Locke '66 provided extemporaneous
commentary on various classmates who
were not in attendance at the 25th Reun,
ion of the 1966 class.
The presence of the Distinguished
Alumni Award and Alumni Service
Award recipients-Bill Beckman '66, Kay
Rodberg Fredericks '65, Jack Amundson,
and Jack Nelson-inspired the football
Huskies to a 45..() rout over the Univer,
sity of South Dakota Coyotes.
Homecoming '91 events concluded
with a performance by Chicago's Second
City O;>medy Troupe: Second City is
known for turning out comedians like
John Candy and Dan Akroyd. The Ste,
wart Hall performance drew a good crowd
despite competition with game six of the
World Series.
The Alumni Association annual
meeting, Executive,in,Residence program,
Hall of Fame, and homecoming are exam,
ples of alumni programs that renew the
life,long connection between the univer,
sity and its members. Our alumni and
friends are clearly earning outstanding
marks for their own achievements and it's
a pleasure to involve them in the continu,
ing development of their alma mater, St.
Cloud State University.

Bob Dinndorf is SCSU Director of Alumni.

Robert Riggs

Robert Walter

•

New board
member profiles
The Alumni Association at St.
Cloud State University (SCSU)
recently named new members to
three,year terms on its board,
beginning in January 1992.
SCSU's Alumni Association
serves more than 60,000 gradu,
ates and friends of the univer,
sity through a variety of campus
services and activities. The new
members are:

Ted Lockett '72, '73
Ayo Miyagi
!.J

M.S. Vocational Rehabilitation;
Sevdy & Lockett Vocational

Rehabilitation Consultants, St.
Paul

Ryo Miyagi '90
Master of Busin~ Administra,
tion; Advantage Marketing, St.
Cloud

Mark Neeb '81
B.S. Accounting; Central Col,
lections Services, Inc., Sauk
Rapids

Bob Walter '73
B.A. Political Science; Hall,
Byers, Hansen, ·steil &. Wein,
berger, P.A. Law Firm, St.
Cloud

Carmon Caron Watkins '85
B.S. Speech Communication;
Carlson Marketing Group,
Minneapolis

Clara Zweber Porter '83 ·
B.S. Marketing; Cy DeCosse,
Inc., Minnetonka

Bob Riggs '64
B.A. Accounting; Washington
Square Capital, Inc.,
Minneapolis
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Carmon Watkins

MSUS Job Fair
matches students
•With experience
There is some truth to the old
saying uWhat goes around
comes around."
Al Linner is proof of that.
Linner, the manager of the
Target store in Coon Rapids,
graduated from SCSU in 1966,
but returns to his alma mater a
couple of times a year to recruit
students for jobs at Target.
Linner was on campus in
October for a campus job-fair
and he will be at the St. Paul
Civic Center Feb. 18-19 when .
the Minnesota State University
System (MSUS) sponsors its
annual Job Fair for students.
uThese fairs are a great
opportunity for students and
employers," Linner said.
uThat's exactly how I was
introduced to Target."
The MSUS Job Fair benefits both students and companies. Students have the obvious
advantage of being able to meet
for informal interviews with a
large number of national and
regional companies, said Rich
Murray, SCSU associate director of career planning and
placement. uBut some smaller
companies benefit from the
exposure they get just from
being seen by so many of our
students."
This year's MSUS Job Fair
will include large companies like
Target, but it also will include
smaller businesses like Schwan's
Sales Enterprises Inc. Schwan's,
best known for Schwan's ice
cream and Tony's and Red Barron frozen pizza, has its head-

quarters in Marshall. Jack
Schroeder, Schwan's college
relations manager, also has been
on the SCSU campus several
times in the past few years for
recruiting and plans on setting
up a booth at the MSUS Job
Fair.
uwe plan on sending four
people to this year's fair," ·
Schroeder said. ult is worth the
effort because you can interview
a large number of candidates
and we have enjoyed great success with students from the state
universities." Schroeder leads
the Schwan's delegation to the
job fairs and goes equipped with
brochures and other information about his company. uour
hope is that we pique students'
interest and get them to learn a
little more about Schwan's."
Murray is expecting a large
turnout for this year's job fair,
in part because of a tight job
market.
Last spring and summer
was tough for students looking
for their first job. The Gulf war
and the slumping United States
economy resulted in hiring
freezes at several large national
and regional companies. Internships were especially hard to
find.
uwe experienced a freeze at
the beginning of the summer
and it was not eased until midJune and July," Linner said. uAs
a result, we are looking for as
many as seventy candidates for
positions in our company."
Linner and Schroeder agree

St. Cloud State University
Alumni Career Showcase
March 18, 1992
Yes, I would like to volunteer as a presenter for the SCSU Alumni
Career Showcase.

ALUMNI NEWS
that the communications and
management skills they are
looking for can be found at the
MSUS Job Fair. uwe find a lot
of well-prepared and wellbriefed students at these fairs,"
Schroeder said. ult usually takes
only a couple of questions to
find out if a student has the
skills we are looking for."
For more information on
the job fair, contact Murray at
the SCSU Center for Career
Planning and Placement, (612)
255-2151.

SCSU Alumni
Career Showcase
Alumni of St. Cloud State as
well as parents of current students, are invited to participate
as presenters in the first-ever
SCSU Alumni Career Showcase, Wednesday, March 18,
1992.
Showcase presenters are
asked to speak from their own
experience about classes, uni.._
versity and community activities, and other experiences that
may influence career success.
The audience for the presentations will be selected classes
and student organizations. Sessions generally will include
remarks by the presenter followed by questions and
answers.
Among the typical questions
students ask:
What is the nature of your
career?
How did you find your job?
( first job, current one)
How would you have
approached your job search
differently?
What college classes or
experiences are important for
success in your industry today?
At the conclusion of the
day presenters will be honored
at a special alumni recognition
reception in Stewart Hall.
Alumni or parents of students who would like to participate in the SCSU Alumni
Career Showcase should contact, by letter or phone, Bob
Dinndorf, SCSU Alumni Association (612) 255-4241, by January 10, 1992.

Queen Nikki Swiggum and King Tom Austad were crowned at coronation ceremonies during Homecoming 1991. Photo by Jim Altobell

Former U.S. Attorney General Edwin Meese, left, and Kentucky attorney Gatewood Galbraith participated in a debate October 22, on
whether marijuana should be le~alized. Photo by Jim Altobell

_ _ I am an alum.

SCSU Volunteer

_ _ I am the parent of a student.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State_ Zip_ _ __
Telephone: Day 1 . - - - - - ' - - - - - -

Evening(---'------

Job Titl." --------"'---- Career fiel.u.___ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company A d d r e s s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State_ Zip,_ _ __

Nam,e__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Year_ _ _ __
I can help arrange alumni reunions in my
I can help with student recruitment.
area.
I can host a University administrator or
I can call classmates to promote attendfaculty member at a professional or comance at alumni events.
munity service organization meeting ( i.e.,
Bar Association, Chamber, Rotary, etc.).
I can serve as a fundraising volunteer.
I can serve as a member of the AlumniStudent Career Connection program:
Address------------------------------City/State/Zip Code _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _____;___ _ _ _ _ _ __
(daytime)
( evening)
Mail to: SCSU Alumni Association, Alumni & Foundation Center, St. Cloud State University, 720
Fourth Ave S., St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498.
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Olympics, cont'd from page 4

I

decide if he wants to re-join the Huskies for the
final regular season series and possible playoffs,
sit out this season and play next year or become
a member of the Blues.
"He has a lot to think about, but he has
done a good job of concentrating on the
games," Harrington said.
The team will continue to practice and play
exhibition games until it begins its quest for the
gold medal February 9. When the games begin,
another SCSU-Olympic connection will surface. Anne Abicht, SCSU sports information

Pride Survey
The purpose of this survey is to get feedback from SCSU
alumni about fond memories of college days. Please see the
comments by John Bettold '64 to learn more about the survey.
1. When you reflect on your college days, what makes you
most proud of SCSU?

director, has been invited by the United States
Olympic Committee to serve as a media liaison
for the Olympic Hockey Team when the team
competes in the 1992 games in Albertville,
France.
Although hockey is just one of many
,, sports in the games, it commands a lot of attention, Abicht said. "Especially since 1980,
hockey is the sport most people in the United
States identify the winter games with."
Abicht was invited to be a media liaison by
Mike Schroeder, former SCSU sports information director. Schroeder now serves in a similar
position with USA Hockey, the governing
board of amateur hockey in the United States.
"I think the experience I have had at SCSU
plus my role as the press officer for volleyball
at the 1990 United States Olympic Festival
helped me earn the position," Abicht said.

Abicht's duties will include responsibility
for arranging press conferences, scheduling
player interviews, and distributing daily notes
about the team to media covering the games.
While the locale is definitely different, her
duties with Team USA will not be too different
from her job at SCSU, she said.
"The big difference will be the intensity of
one sport for a specific time period," Abicht
said.
Also of note, SCSU President Brendan
McDonald, while on vacation, is planning to
attend the Olympics as a guest of friends in
France. Having the chance to watch a current
SCSU student play on the hockey team will
make the experience especially exciting, he said.
Tim Farby is a student writer in the SCSU Office of Pub--

lie Relations and Publications.

2. When was the last time you were on the SCSU campus and
what was the reason for your visit?

3. Would you be interested in attending a summer SCSU
reunion in 1992 if one were held just after July 4th?
_ _ yes
_ _ No
If yes, would you be interested in staying in a dormitory
room on campus?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No
4. Would you be interested in attending a mini-course at
SCSU during the summer of 1992?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No

5. From what source(s) do you get most of your news and
information about SCSU?

Fabulous foursome: The annual Distinguished
Alumni and Alumni Service Awards (DAA/ASA)
were presented at the Homecoming Banquet on
Friday, Oct. 25. Left to right are: Kay Fredericks

6. What kinds of stories would you like to see more of in
OUTLOOK?

(lWd.,u,

7. Are you a member of a multigenerational family of SCSU
alumni?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No
If yes, could we contact you to do a feature on you and
your family in Outlook?
_ _ Yes
_ _ No
If yes, name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone number: ~ - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - -
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11. Completed by _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Thanlc you for completing this survey. Please mail your
responses to:
Bob Dinndorf, Alumni Director
Alumni and Foundation Center
St. Cloud State University
720 4th Ave. South
St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498

ALUMNI DIRECTORY
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8. Do you have a favorite SCSU story you'd like to share with

9. Please indicate:
_ _ Male

'65(DAA), Jack Amundson (ASA), William Beckman '66(DAA), and Jack Nelson(ASA). Photo by
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Attention all alumni: Be on the lookout for an important questionnaire
coming your way soon via first class mail. This upcoming mailing gives you
and all 48,000 alumni the opportunity to be accurately listed in our completely updated St. Cloud State University Alumni Directory!
This all-new directory will be the definitive reference to all our great
alums, including such valuable information as current name, address and
phone number, class year( s ), degree( s) from SCSU plus business
information.

5 Maryiand Ave
343
:;NABBj
•
i Lee Avenue 1~.

BE SURE TO COMPLETE AND RETURN YOUR QUESTIONNAIRE BEFORE THE DEADLINE!
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,
e, BS ·73, 241 ..

Once received, your information will be edited and processed by our
publisher, Harris Publishing Company, for inclusion in our new directory.
For your convenience. , a directory reservation form will be included
with your questionnaire mailing-to make it easier for you to order your
copy. The publisher will only print as many directories as are ordered, and
this will be your only chance to reserve your copy.
IMPORTANT: If we don't have your current address, let us know
immediately so your directory questionnaire will reach you on time.
What if you don't return your questionnaire? You might be incorrectly
1·1sted , or even om1tte
. d . So d on ,t mISs
. out-watch rror your questionnaire
form and return it promptly.
·
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CLASSNOTES
1940-1959

In

1492, Columbus sa~ the
ocean blue. In 1992, St. Cloud State alumni are
inviJed to discowr a new world on the shores ofthe
mighty Mississippi. Whether you remember your alma
mater as St. Cloud Teachers College, State College, or
SCSU, mark your calendarfor some mid-summerfun
July 9-11, 1992.
Members ofthe classes of 1982, 1967, 1957, 1942
and prioryears, the Vet5 Club, Duodecaphonic, their
families, andfriends are especially invited to
inaugurate this, our.first-etEr, St. Cloud State summer
reunion weekend.
Reunion '92 'Will be a celebration ofour
university-a chance to renewfriendships and become
reacquainted 'With St. Cloud State.
The reunion will take
place in conjunction with
St. Cloud's Wheels, Wings
and Water Festival. Several
festival activities which
combined with the
reunions events will
produce an unforgettable
experience.
• Lemonade Art Fair:
Stroll through the SCSU
campus as more than 300
artists offer hand-crafted
items for sale.
• Lemonade Concert:
Reunion classes will en joy
a picnic and light
symphony music on the
Atwood Mall.
•The Mississippi Walk: A
family walk of five
kilometers that is "stroller
friendly." Or -cruise on
complimentary Mississippi
pontoon boat rides from
Munsinger Gardens.
• Recreation: There will be
many possibilities including
softball, volleyball, a canoe
race on the river and the
Tour of Saints bicycle tour
through the rolling hills of
central Minnesota.
Children's programs will be
arranged so that the kids
can enjoy the weekend,
too.
□
□

•Starburst Sky Concert:
A brilliant fireworks display
will take place at Wilson
Park after dark on Saturday
night.
•There will be ample time
to gather with classmates
and friends for
conversation, laughs, and
sing-alongs throughout the
weekend.
~ether you live in St.
Cloud, San Francisco, or
Norway, you can make an
important contribution to
your reunion. Specifically,
the reunion committee
needs you to help with:
Attendance-encouraging
classmates and friends to
attend the reunion .
Communications-helping with class .
newsletters, booklets for
the 25th and 50th Reunions
along with other writings.
Class events--helping to
arrange the special
programs for your class to
make the reunion
memorable.
Class gift-setting a goal
and asking classmates to
make a special gift.
Hospitality-meeting and
wP.lcoming others.

NORMAE.
NELSON'43
NORMA E. NELSON '43, Randall,
since retiring from a 38-year career in
teaching, has remained active in church
and community work. Norma wrote a history of the city of Randall, of her family,
and of her church. She has been named
Randall's Citizen of the Year and in addition has received the Golden Deeds
Award.
KENNETH W. GREEN '52, Minnetonka, will retire in June after teaching ·
two years at Granite Falls and 37 years at ·
Minnetonka. Though Ken is retired, he
will continue to teach drivers' training.
GERALD KORTE '52, '55, St.
Cloud, taught watercolor painting to students and teachers at Jefferson elementary
school during a three week artist-inresidency last spring. Dr. Korte taught in
the art department at SCSU for 25 years.
FLORANN TOTMAN GRETTUM '53, Little Falls, is an administrative
assistant for Hennepin Paper Company.
BRENDAN MCDONALD '54, St.
Cloud, has been named chair of the North
Central Review Panel at the University of
Northern Iowa.
ROGER WASSENAAR '58, Minnetonka, is a senior financial analyst for
Honeywell, Minneapolis.
ROBERT MARONEY '59,
Sauk Rapids, received the Paul Harris Fellow Award which recognizes gifts of
$1,000 or more made to a club's humanitarian and educational programs.
ROBERT WESLOH '59, Eldersburg, Md., is self employed as an editor for
'Benefits Review, Eldersburg. He also conducts preretirement seminars.

PETER FROEHLE '65, St. Cloud,
is a physics teacher for St. John's Preparatory School, Collegeville. Peter recently
received a National Science Foundation
Fellowship designated for original engi
neering research on fly ash. Fly ash is a
material by-product from the burning of
coal at electric power plants.
ROBERT HOLTON '65, Pinole,
Callf., is an authorized relector dealer for
3M, Commercialite.
PATIY RICE '65, Faribault, is
working for the State of Minnesota as an
audiologist. She was re-elected to the City
Council of Faribault.
JANE CEYNAR '66, St. Cloud, is
an assistant manager overseeing lab operations at St. Cloud Hospital.
LEIGHJ.JOHNSON '67, Rochester, is CEO for Custom Communications Inc.
PHILLIP MOYE '67, Mora, is
superintendent of schools at Inver Grove
Heights.
HUGH SKAJA '67, '73, Watkins,
is an elementary principal in Eden Valley,
Watkins, where he has worked for five
years. Hugh and his wife, Diane, have three
children. Hugh is a member of the Eden
Valley Legion, Toastmasters and the Min,
nesota elementary school Principals'
Association.
GERALD C. BRAUN '68, '71,
Sparks, Nev., received his Doctorate of
Education in counseling and guidance at
the University of Nevada-Reno in 1981.
He is currently a vocational rehabilitation
and counseling officer for the Department
of Veterans' Affairs, Reno.
DON CANFIELD '68, Northfield,
assumed the helm of the St. Olaf football
program. Along with his coaching duties,
Don will be teaching a variety of classes
including kinesiology for the physical education department.
' DAVID FREDERICKSON '68,
Murdock, announced his candidacy for
president of the Minnesota Farmers
Union. Dave, a DFL state senator, has
been a member of the Senate Agriculture
and Rural Development Committee and
vice chairman of the Tax Committee.
AUDREY SCHEPERS PREUS
'68, Plymouth, works part-time for an
early childhood center in Robbinsdale.

1960-1969
ROBERT (BUZZ) DANIELSON
'60, Bloomington, is a telecommunications
analyst for United Health Care,
Bloomington.
JOHN OTI'O '60, Dunwoody, Ga.,
has retired after twenty-five years in the
FBI. He recently began working for Delta
Airlines in the Office of Corporate Security, Atlanta.
MARGARET RAUCH '61, '67, St.
Cloud, attended the International Reading
Association Conference in Las Vegas
where she presented a paper titled, "Using
Student.Feedback with the Generation of
Questions Study Strategy." She also submitted to the Journal of &4ding a paper
titled, "Helping Nontraditional Students
Adjust to a University Setting."

BARBARA GRACHEK '62, '63,
St. Cloud, was appointed interim vice president for academic affairs at St. Cloud
State University. She was formerly associate vice president for academic affairs
and director of the Center for International
Studies.
JAMES P. NUNKE '62, Plymouth,
is national sales manager for Honeywell. Inc.
BEV HODGE '63, '77, Mound, is
on leave after twenty-three years of teaching elementary and kindergarten students
for Orono Schools, Long Lake.

JUDY
HEMLER
ROHDE'68

JUDY HELMER ROHDE '68, '73,
Shoreview, has been awarded the 1990
Secondary School Presidential Award for
Excellence in Science and Mathematics
Teaching for the State of Minnesota. Judy
previously has been honored with the Ashland Oil Company Teacher Achievement
Award and was a 1988 finalist for Minnesota Teacher of the Year. She also serves as
a math department chairperson at John
Glenn Middle School, Maplewood, and
directs the development of the K-8 math
curriculum in her school district-North St.
Paul,Maplewood-Oalcdale public schools.
DAN BINSFELD '69; Cold Spring,
participated in the three,weelc summer
workshop "Science, Environment, Technology, Society: An Investigative
Approach to Environmental Issues" at St.
Cloud State University. The workshop
focused on an issue-oriented approach to
teaching science.
JAN BIRKHOLZ '69, Minnetonka,
has been honored with a Skipper Anchor
Award from the Minnetonka public
schools. The purpose of the award is to
recognize people who have made outstanding contributions to the educational and
service programs of the school district. Jan
teaches fourth grade students.

EARLEEN HEWELIEN HANAFY '69, St. Cloud, was a presenter at the
Sports and Physical Education Division on
"Community Services in Self Defense."
She shared information regarding individual respo_nsibility for personal safety at the
1991 Central District Association of
American Alliance for Health, Physical
Education, Recreation and Dance Annual
convention in Rapid City, S.D. •

PHYLLIS VAN BUREN '69, '76,
St. Cloud, is cited in the 17th edition of
Who's Who in American Women published
in March 1991. Selection for inclusion is
based on both position and accomplishment. She also has been elected to serve as
president for Phi Kappa Phi, SCSU's academic honor society.

1970-1974
GARY BERG '70,'86, St. Anthony
Village, is at St. Anthony's Learning Center, a facility that provides daycare for
cocaine addicted babies.
RON CARLSON '70, Rosemount,
co-authored "Implication ofFASB Statement No. 105,. which was published in the
March 1991 Journal of Accountancy.
JERRY HENKEMEYER '70, Sartell, has been named chair of the 1991
SCSU Community Campaign. Jerry owns
and operates Henkemeyer Landfill, Sartell.

Please Write
A wards, civic activities, promotiona, and other events that are an important part of your
life are important to us, too. Your former classmates would like also to read about you in
the Classnotes section of the next Outlook. This coupon malce.s it easy. A close-up
black-and-white photo is also requested.
My news _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Name-------------------------Class
Home

Address-------------------------

It's a date! We plan to attend Reunion '92, July 9-11, 1992.
I/we are interested in volunteering for the reunion committee.

Phone+-_ __,,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Class _ _ _ __
Name of Employer _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Name of Guest/Spouse - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - SCSU Class (if applicable) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ __
Phone: Day (
) _ _ _ _ _ Evening (
) _ _ _ __
Return to:Reunion '92
SCSU Alumni Association
720 Fourth Ave. S.
St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498

JAMESL
RHYNER'63
JAMES RHYNER '63, Riyadh,
Saudi Arabia, is managing director for
Resource Sciences Arabia, Ltd. James and
his wife, Pearl, have three boys. In addition
to calling Saudi Arabia home, the family
also has ties to Richmond, Va. and Sydney, Australia. James would like to hear
from all of his friends, including his fellow
charter members of the Theta Rho Chapter
of Tau Kappa Epsilon.
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Mytitle _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...;..;;;-"'--'--

Business address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Employer's phone

S t a ~ - - - - - Zip Cod,.__ _ _ __

-+----------------------

Mail the coupon along with your photograph to Alumni&. Foundation Center, St. Cloud
State University, 720 South
255-3177.

4th Avenue, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498. Phone (612)

CLASSNOTES
HUGO SONBUCHNER '70 lives
in Monticello. An essay by Hugo was
among others published in the Minneapolis
Star Tribune's "Mindworlcs" feature.
Mindworks invited teachers to contribute
thoughts on what teachers feel are the most
positive things parents are doing for their
children. Hugo, an educator for twentyone years, teaches ninth grade at Becker
High School.
DON TRIMBLE '70, Maplewood,
has been appointed assistant commissioner
to head the State Revenue Department's
sales tax and winning compliance efforts.
Don and wife, Rachel, have two d!!,ighters.
ROBERT TRISKO '70, '78, St.
Cloud, was awarded $1 ,000 for his jewelry
creations at the Gasparilla Sidewalk Art
Festival in Tampa, Fla. The juried exhibition included over 275 oarticioants.
DIANE WOIT '70, St. Cloud, was
one of several local artists chosen by the
St. Cloud Community Arts Council to
exhibit pieces of art in Senator Joanne Benson's office in St. Paul. The display will
represent work from area schools, the
community and the council's permanent
collection.
MICHAELJ. LEARY '71, Walnut
Creek, Calif., has been promoted to senior
vice president by Communispond, lnc.
Mike will direct and coordinate the business communication firm's operation in
San Francisco, the Greater Bay Area and
the Northwest region.
LARRY ROST '71, Burnsville, is a
sales trainer for Metro Sales, lnc.,
Minneapolis.
LEAH SUBOTNIK '71, Nevada
City, Calif., presented a paper on wifebattering at an international conference in
Banff. Leah is now writing a book on play
therapy and is playing with grandchildren
in a lovely Gold Rush Town.
BRUCE A. ADAMS '72, '87,
Burnsville, is a metrologist for the Minnesota Department of Public Services,
Roseville.
JAY CHRISTENSON '72, Baton
Rouge, La., is district manager for Burgmann Seals America, Houston. Jay is in
charge of East Texas to Tallahassee sales of
high performance ball valves, mechanical
seals, and kiln seals to petrochem, pulp
and paper, and marine industries.

GRETCHEN ERICKSON PEEL
'72, '76, Maple Grove, is a special education program facilitator and study support
assistant for Osseo Schools.

LARAMIE OTTE THOMPSON
'72, Jefferson City, Mo., is teaching classes
for gifted students and working on a new
certification. Laramie and husband, Jay
'73, have two daughters.

GEORGE
WILSON'72
GEORGE WILSON '72, Sacramento, Calif., received his M.A. in Educational Administration from CSUSacramento. George is founder and
director of Project FOSTER (Finding
Other Students To Encourage and
Reward), an award winning program
addressing the needs of at-risk students in
the K-12 school population. He also is the
physical education/activities director for
the Washington Unified School District,
Sacramento.

YVONNE BETI'S '73, '85, St.
Cloud, is assistant manager of St. Cloud
Hospital in charge of laboratory business.
LONNY GULDEN '73, Eden
Prairie, is vice president of sales and marketing for Leading Edge Industries,
St. Paul.
GARY LOCH '73, St. Cloud, was
one of several from the St. Cloud Community Arts Council to exhibit pieces of
art in Senator Joanne Benson's office in St.
Paul. The exhibit includes work from area
schools, the community, and the council's
permanent collection.

PATRICIA HIRL LONGSTAFF
'73, Minnetonka, an attorney in the Minneapolis office of Doherty, Rumble &
Butler, has been awarded the Freedom of
Information Award by the Twin Cities
chapter of the Society of Professional
Journalists for her ongoing efforts in support of free press.
MIKE PATTON '73, Rice, is manager of physician support services, a newly
organized department which combines
practice management services and the
former Central Minnesota Medical Services. Mike also will continue as manager of
neuroscience.
·
R. "JAY" THOMPSON '73, Jefferson City, Mo., is developing and implementing the Head and Spinal Cord
Injury/Registry in Missouri. Jay and his
wife, Lanmie '72, have two dllughters.
JOHN GORMAN '74, Clear L!ke,
participated in the three-week summer
workshop "Science, Environment, Technology, Society: An Investigative
Approach to Environmental Issues" at St.
Cloud State University. The workshop
focused on an issue-orientated approach to
teaching science.

DANIEL
KNUDSEN
'77
DANIEL KNUDSEN '77, MinneaTERI
GOSPODAREK
'74

polis, was named staff vice president of
marketing for National Car Rental. Dan is
responsible for frequency marketing
programs.

THERESA R. GOSPODAREK
'74, Hafrsfjord, Norway, is entering the
field of international teaching after fifteen
years of teaching in Pine City. Teri's class
in Stavanger, Norway consists of 16 culturally diverse kindergarteners.
KURT KALM '74, Riverside,
Conn., has been appointed senior vice
president for international investments for
Dillon Read & Co, New York, N.Y.
CY KUEFLER, JR. '74, St. Cloud,
was named president of the Minnesota
chapter of Certified Residential Brokerage
Managers of the National Association of
Realtors. Cy is a broker associate with
Burnet Realty, St. Cloud.
RACHEL SERIANZ '74, Davenport, Iowa, was appointed full-time assistant professor of education for St. Ambrose
University, Davenport, Iowa. Rachel specializes in the teaching of science, and in
1988 was named Quad Cities Science and
Engineering Fair "Teacher of the Year."

1975-1979
MONICA SELL ELY '75, Mesa,
Ariz., works for Merrill Lynch in Mesa.
LEE FITZHARRIS '75, St. Cloud,
was a celebrity waiter during the Celebrity
Waiter A La Heart event at the Holiday
Inn. Waiters danced, played instruments
and pulled off some crazy antics to earn
tips for the American Heart Association.
The money will support local community,
education and research programs to fight
heart disease.
SUELLYN HOFMANN '75, St.
Cloud, was a recipient of the SCSU
Awards for Outstanding Contributions by
IFO faculty.

SHIRI.EY
EICHTEN
ALBRECHT
'73

SHIRLEY EICHTEN ALBRECHT
'73, St. Louis, Mo., was the second
woman to become president of Sales and
Marketing Executives of Metropolitan St.
Louis (SME), and is the first person in the
history of SME to be elected to a second
term. Shirley is vice president of Corporate
Strategies, lnc., a marketing resource group
located in the West Port area.
DOROTHY COTCH BAKER ' 73,
St. Charles, is a nursing home administrator at Lewiston Villa, Lewiston.

JOE OPATZ '75, St. Cloud, director
of Atwood Memorial Center at SCSU, was
an invited speaker at the annual conference
of the American Journal of Health Promotion at Hilton Head, S.C. His topic was
" The Economics of Health Promotion."
Joe also was selected vice president for
special projects of the Association for Fitness in Business.
CARL SANDBERG '75, Brooklyn
Park, is area vice president for Pepsi-Cola
Central, Burnsville.
MARY SCHAEFER '75, Boston,
Ma., was recipient of the Bush Leadership
Fellowship. She graduated with a master's
degree in management from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Mary formed
her own management and communications
consulting firm, Schaefer and Associates,
in Boston.
BARRY ATWOOD '76, Avon, participated in a three-week summer workshop at SCSU that focused on an issueoriented approach to teaching science.
KATHY GREGERSON '76, '80,
Ham Lake, teaches for Anoka-Hennepin
Schools.
DAVID THOMPSON '76, Bloomington, is branch manager for Stratus
Computer, Bloomington.
ELIZABETH CANELAKE '77, Los
Angeles, Calif., was appointed vice president of Film Bank, lnc., Stock Footage
Library and Research Ser_vice, Burbank.

GAYLA
HOLMGREN
'75
GAYLA HOMLGREN '75, '83,

'84, St. Cloud, was named senior high
principal at Technical High School, St.
Cloud.

WILFORDR.
DEWEESE'79

MARNIE FISCHER '79, Fergus
Falls, is vice provost of Fergus Falls Community College. Marnie was inducted into
the St. Cloud State University Chapter of
Phi Kappa Phi, a national honor society.

MARNIE
FISCHER
'79

DEBRA QUAAL '79, St. Louis
Park, was named vice president/associate
publisher for Finance and Commerce, Minneapolis. Her responsibilities include overseeing all publication operations and database services, personnel and corporate
strategic planning.
GARY SCHULZETENBERG '79,
Brooklyn Park, is executive producer of
sports for KSTP Television, MinneapolisSt. Paul.

1980-1983
TAMMY ATi\RIAN BROOKS
'80, Eden Prairie, operates a home day
care center which recently was featured on
the television program Good Company in
a segment for choosing day care for
children.
CHESTER 0. BURTON '80, Palestine, Texas, received his MBA from the
Darden School at the University of Virginia. Chester is assistant to the director with
the U.S. Navy in Arlington, Va.
DENNISE. GARRETT '80, Milwaukee, Wis., is an assistant professor at
Marquette University, Milwaukee.

SHARI LYNN GOERTZ '80,
DAVIDW.
NORD'77
DAVID W. NORD '77, Quito,
Ecuador, is a missionary associate with the
Christian and Missionary Alliance.
H. DANIEL RICHARDS '77,
Bloomington, is vice president for Quantum Communications Group, Inc., a company that builds and operates cellular systems nationwide.
JOAN DINKEL '78, '90, St. Cloud,
has been accepted by the University of
Minnesota into the Masters of Education
program. She is working toward a teaching
license for the hearing impaired in the area
of special education.
GREGG FRAYSETH '78, Greenville, S.C., was promoted to sergeant for
the Perry Correctional Institution, Pelzer,

s.c.

ROBERT V. HENGEL '78, St.
Cloud, is a shareholder and officer in the
certified public accounting firm of
Schlenner, Wenner & Company.
GAIL HOWELL SPRATT '78,
Maple Grove, is an administrator of public
affairs for National Car Rental,
Minneapolis.
STEPHEN A. BAGAASON '79,
Seoul, South Korea, has been selected as
Pagoda Language Institute's Academic
Director in Seoul. In addition to his teaching duties, Steve is responsible for the
overall academic direction of our English
conversation studies.
SUZAN BRIGINO BEACH '79,
Minneapolis, completed her MBA in
December, 1990, at the University of St
Thomas. She is an executive travel manager
and assistant manager of inventory control
for the department store division of
Dayton-Hudson Corp. Suzan enjoys playing violin with the St. Paul Civic Symphony and she teaches aerobics.
WILFORD R. DEWEESE '79,
Falmouth, Maine, is serving on a shortterm mission in Zaire, Africa from May
1991 to August 1992 with his family.
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GREG DEAN IMSANDE '81, New
York Mills, is insurance agency manager
for F-M State Bank, New York Mills. He
also is a volunteer fireman and EMT community service leader. Greg and wife, Kimberly, have one child.
LYNNE LASTOVICH PEPIN '81 ,
St. Paul, works in foreign adoption and
travels to Korea. She worked for a publisher and helped do research for a book,
KidsGuide. Lynne and her husband,
Timothy, have two children.
CHRISTOPHER K. TUGGLE '81 ,
Ames, Iowa, is an assistant professor of
animal science for the Department of
Animal Science at Iowa State University.
Chris will conduct basic research in
molecular biology. The research will support the department's efforts to find
innovative approaches to genetic
improvement of livestock.
PATRICIA CROAL '82, Minnetonka, is a cytotechnologist for Methodist
Hospital, St. Louis Park. She is active in
Toastmasters and is president of the Minnesota Society of Cytology.

Spencer, Iowa, is store manager for KMart.
The store received the Governor's Award
for their involvement in community
service.

PAULL HENDRICKSON '80,
Audubon, joined the Dalcota Clinic in
Detroit Lakes as a family practioner.

MARGARET MONTAGNE '80,
Las Vegas, N.C., is captain of the 727s for
American Trans Air. She is the first
woman to be promoted to captain in the
history of the company.
MARY JO NAGENGASTSTEVENS '80, Portland, Ore., is busy
raising three sons and operating her own
design firm, Steven's Interiors. Other activities include tennis, volleyball, camping,
bicycling, and reading.
BRUCE F. NOYES '80, Minneapolis, is a senior manager for Deloitte &
T ouche. Bruce and his wife, Deborah, have
two children.
DAVID A. SMIDT '80, and
DIANE SHEA SMIDT '80, St. Frances,
S.D., are elementary teachers for Todd
County public schools and teach on the
Rosebud Indian Reservation.

CATHERINE EKDAHL
BUELOW '81, St. Paul, is developing her
own business that will assist in bridging the
gap between conventional health care and
the non-conventional healing therapies.
CHUCK DOOLEY '81, St. Cloud,
· is manager of Information Services for St.
Clou~ Hospital.
NANCY SINN FRAASCH '81, St.
Louis Park, is an associate partner for The
Personnel Group, Minneapolis. Nancy and
her husband, Steve, have twin boys.

RONALD A. HOVERSTAD '81 ,
Stockton, Calif., is an assistant professor
for the Univeristy of the Pacific, Stockton,
Calif.
LUCY HUPPERT '81 , St. Paul, is
western division sales administrator for
Jostens lnc., Minneapolis.
PETER IFEACHO '81, '83, Manhattan, Kan., has completed his Ph.D. at
Kansas State University in the area of
education.

CAROLINE
HOPFNER'82

CAROLINE K. HOPFNER '82, St.
Cloud, is a communication associate in the
marketing and communications department for United Way of St. Cloud Area.
NEAL B. JOHNSON '82, St. Paul,
is a manager for Deluxe Check Printers Inc.
JILL E. MCRAE '82, Maple Grove,
has worked with the Medina Police Force
for seven years. She was elected president
of the Minnesota Association of Women
Police.
MARIE A. UHRICH '82, Minneapolis, is public relations manager for Piper,
Jaffray & Hopwood Incorporated.
THOMAS J. ANDERSON '83 and
LEANNE PETERSON ANDERSON'83 are living in Kaneohe, Hawaii.
Tom is a captain in the U.S. Marine Corps.
Leanne is director for Windward Children's Center, a preschool in Kailua,
Hawaii.
KEN M. BLATTNER '83, St.
Cloud, is finance manager for Cathedral
High School.
GERARD FORD '83, Plymouth,
has been appointed a charter member to
serve on the City of Plymouth's reactivated Charter Commission. The Commission is charged with studying and drafting a new form of government for
Plymouth residents to vote on.
LAURA A. HEALY '83, Los
Angeles, is senior manager for the Actuarial Benefits and Compensation Consulting
practice of Deloitte and Touche's Los
Angeles office. She currently is a member
of the American Compensation Association and the Los Angeles Compensation
Association.
PAT KARNS '83, St. Cloud, will be
part of the U .S. select team in the Pravda
Cup hockey tournament in Leningrad. Pat
is an athletic trainer for SCSU.
FRANK KWOK '83, '86, St.
Cloud, is operation manager and owner of
ABLE Computers.
JUNE LAVALLEUR '83, Minneapolis, is an assistant professor of Obstetrics
and Gynecology at the University of Minnesota Medical School.
DANIELS. LIND '83, Moorhead, is
an instructor/defense coordinator and
secondary coach for Moorhead State
University.
DIANE NIELSEN '83, Lawrence,
Kan., will be receiving the Phi Delta Kappa
1989-1991 Outstanding Doctoral Dissertation Award. She also was nominated for
the International Reading Association's
Outstanding Dissertion of the Year Award
for 1991. Diane is an assistant professor of
curriculum and instruction for the University of Kansas.
DOUGLAS E. WAGNER '83, '90,
is a police officer for the city of Crystal.

1984-86
RANDY ANDERSON '84, Northfield, is associate professor for Carleton
College.
JON L CHRISTENSEN '84, St.
Cloud, is vice president of operations for
ARIA Communications, St. Cloud.

CLASSNOTES
JACK HEROLD '84, Sartell, is
training manager for DeZURIK, St. Cloud.
Jack and wife, Anita, have three children.
CAROL KNUTSON '84, St. Paul,
joined the administrative staff of Minnesota News Network.
JEAN MATZKE '84, St. Cloud, in
conjunction with the Community Arts
Council, is displaying pieces from her fiber
art collection in Senator Joanne Benson's
office at the Minnesota State Office Building, St. Paul.
DOUG MCDOUGAL '84, Plymouth, is a direct marketing manager for
Insignia Systems.
KATE MOONEY '84, Cold Spring,
has co-authored "Implications of FASB
Statement No. 105," which was published
in the March 1991 ]014mal of Accountancy.
TERRY MULKEY '84, Sioux Falls,
S.D., is an art instructor for Sioux Falls
College. Several pieces of his art are on
display at the Sioux Falls Civic Fine Arts
Center.
DOUG SEVERSON '84, Saulc Rapids, is vice president of Handyman's Inc.
Doug has been elected secretary/treasurer
for the St. Cloud Area Multi-Housing
Association.
ROBERT J. ZIEGLER '84, Rockford, is an elementary school principal for
the Robbinsdale area schools. The school
has been named a National School of
Excellence by former President Reagan, an
A+ School by INSTRUCTOR magazine,
and an "Inviting School" by the International Alliance for Invitational Education.
He also was named a National Distinguished Principal in 1986.
BRUCE BASCH '85, Sister Bay, ·
Wis., is an artist who has an exhibit of
paintings at the Milwaukee Art Museum.
BYRON BJORKLUND '85, St.
Cloud, is owner and manager of the local
chain of Short Stop fast-food restaurants
in our region.

TONI DODGE SCHEPER '85,
Burnsville, is an optometrist and became a
mother in June '91.

RICHARD R. JOHNSON '85,

New Brighton, is director of financial
planning for the Hennepin County Medical
Center.

CHERYL NACHBAR KLINKHAMMER '85 and PETER KLINKHAMMER '85, Albertville, are both
employed for the Wright County Human
Services Agency in the field of social worlc.
Cheryl works in the family services unit
and Peter works in the child protection
unit. They have two children.
MICHAEL B.J. LANGE '85, El
Paso, Texas, is a speech and drama teacher
for Thomas Jefferson High School.
DAVE LE PAGE '85, Minneapolis,
is an artist whose worlc has become part of
the permanent collection of pieces for
Senator Joanne Benson's office in St. Paul.
KIM SCHULZE '85, St. Cloud, has
been elected secretary of the Minnesota
Technology and Media Division of the
Council for Exceptional Children.

LARRY PFLEGER '86, St. Cloud,
attended the American Association for
Counseling and Development's Annual
Convention in Reno. He also gave a presentation sponsored by the American College Personnel Association titled "Empty
Chair Revisited: Techniques for Researching the Inner Child."
NEIL TATE '86, Sendai City, Japan,
has recently accepted a tenured position as
an assistant professor in ~e English
department ofToholcu Galcuin University.
He has lived in Japan since 1987, but frequently returns to Minnesota during
summer vacation.
TIM WENSMAN '86, is vice president of corporate development for Gold'n
Plump Poultry.

1987-89
JOHN P. ANDERS '87, Derby,
Kan., graduated from Cleveland Chiropractic College and is employed by Gage
Chiropractic Center in Derby.

TODD L BUBOLTZ '87, .
Chandler, Ariz., is an insurance agent for
Farmers Insurance Group of Companies,
Phoenix.

SUE THOMAS DANIEL '87,
Gardnerville, is a trainer in the Human
Resources Department for Caesars Tahoe
in Stateline, Nev ..
CRAIG A. JOHNSON '87 and
KARLA GEHRKE JOHNSON, '88 live
in Chanhassen. Craig works for American
Asset Management Inc. in Plymouth.
JACK LAUBER '87, St. Paul, is
executive director for Industrial Fabrics
Association International. IFAI is the largest trade as$0Ciation for the industrial
fabrics industry in the world. Jaclc oversees
all video productions for IFAI.
STEPHEN K. LAYNE '87, Rochester, graduated from Mayo Medical School
and has accepted a position as a resident in
anesthesiology at the Mayo Graduate
School of Medicine.
CHAR MAKELA '87, Hollywood,
Calif., graduated with a master's degree in
· communication management from the
Annenberg School for Communication at
the University of Southern California. She
is an advertising administrator for Petersen
Publishing Co. Other news Char shares is
that she was married in March to Gary
Hoppe, formerly of St. Cloud.
KEVIN J. NOKELS '87, Sartell, is
manager of research and planning for
St.Cloud Hosptial.

TIMOTHY 0. TORMOEN '87,
Vadnais Heights, is hardlines adjacency
specialist for Target. Tim married Liz
Saeiens in July 1990.
MARIE SCHLUNZ '87, St. Paul, is
contract manager for Cooperating Community Programs, St. Paul.
DIANA WHITE '87, St. Joseph, is
an accountant for Simonson Properties in
St.Cloud.

ANTHONY J. SEGALE '85,
Osseo, is area manager for US West
Communications, Maple Grove.

JEFF
WILSON'87

MARK TEBBEN '85, Brooklyn
Center, is a group underwriter for The
Prudential's North Central Group Operations in Minneapolis.
DARLA WILSTERMANN
BENUSA '86, Coon Rapids, is a registered representative for Prudential-Bache
Securities. She works with pension plans,
money managers, and assists with weekly
TV local cable shows on managed money.
GAIL CRUIKSHANK '86, St.
Cloud, is the new merchandise/sales promotion manager for Herberger's Department Store.
BERT EXSTED '86, Woodbury,
recently received a degree from NDSU. He
is a senior research chemist at 3M.
BRIAN M. HANSEN '86, Eden
Prairie, is a manager for Deloitte &
Touche, Minneapolis.
LYNNE OSTERMAN '86, St. ,
Cloud, is vice president of administration
for the St. Cloud Area Chamber of Commerce. Lynne and her husband Ron have
one child.

JEFF WILSON '87, Racine, Wis., is
an assistant editor for MODEL RAILROADER Magazine, Kalmbaclc Publishing
Co. Jeff is an active railroad modeler and a
member of the Burlington Route Historical
Society.
JIM BERTRAM '88, St. Cloud, is a
graphic arts specialist for St.Cloud State
University. In 1986 he began making a
business out of comedy writing, inspired
by the current events of the day. Jim occasionally sold jokes to Joan Rivers and Jay
Leno, and last January became a regular
contributor of material on Leno's show.
Jim is one of about 200 comedy writers
contracted to write Leno's material.

BARTF.
BIERNAT'88

BART BIERNAT '88, Anoka, is an
environmental health specialist for Anoka
County Environmental Services.

PENNY DAHi.SON-BLANC '88,
Saulc Rapids, is a juvenile probation officer
for Crow Wing/Morrison County
·
Corrections.
MARK DAJNOWICZ '88, Knoxville, TN, is a district manager for General
Motors Parts.
MARK DANIEL '88, Gardneville,
Nev., is a teacher for the Douglas County
School District.
MATTHEW C. ETHEN '88 and
SULPICIA CARO '88 live in Clovis,
Calif. where Matt works in educational
services for The Fresno Bee. He also is a 1st
lieutenant in the Army Reserve and working toward a master's degree in education
at CSU-Fresno.

TAMMY FRIEDERICHS '88,
Woodbury, received a juris doctor degree
from William Mitchell College of law, St.
Paul. As a law student, Tammy was a cleric
at the law firm of Horton & Associates
and a William Mitchel Law Review staff
member.
CHRISTA HINZ '88, Minnetonka,
is attending the Univeristy of Minnesota.
She is an assistant to the regional engineer
manager for Intel Corporation,
Bloomington.

KARI-A GEHRKE JOHNSON
'88, Chanhassen, works for Laser Master
in Eden Prairie.

MIKE KING '88, Minnetonka, is an
electrical engineer for Gausman & Moore.
MICHAEL MARRIN '88, Saulc
Rapids, is director of development at
Catholic Charities, St. Cloud.
MARK MCCOLLAR '88, Morris,
is rislc manager for Riley Brothers Construction and Paving.

JULIE FROEGEL '89, St. Cloud, is
manager of St. Cloud National Bank's
Northway office.
STEVEJ. GOEDKER '89, Detroit,
Mich., is a project coordinator for EDS.
LINDA SENDLE GUNHUS '89,
West Concord, is married to 2nd Lietenaunt Leif Gunhus and they are stationed
in Southern Germany.
CHRISTINE HOFFMAN '89, Seattle, Wash., is an administrator/executive
assistant for lPC Pension Services.

KIMBERLY KAHLHAMER '89,
Pierz, has undertaken a two year Church of
the Brethren Volunteer Servke assignment
with the Friends Boys School in Ramallah,
Israel. l(im will be teaching English,
speech, and composition in the Boys
School.
WILLIAM R. LATON '89, Grey
Cloud, a master's student in the earth
science program at Western Michigan
University, was named one of five WMU
Research Fellows and awarded $10,000 to
undertake year-long research projects.
TIM MARESH '89, Willmar, is
teaching third grade at Garfield elementary
school.
STEVE MOLWY '89, Lawrence,
Kan., plays the lead trumpet and performs
many solos on tour with the Glenn Miller
Orchestra.
DANIEL P. MUGGE '89, Hoyt
Lakes, has completed the Basic Surface
. Warfare Officer's Course in San Diego.
Dan is an ensign in the U .S. Navy.
CAROLINE OLIG '89, St. Cloud,
is a PC coordinator for Bankers Systems.
JULIE L RAASCH '89, Morris,
received an A.S. degree in Finance and
Investments in 1990 and will receive a B.S.
degree in Business Management in May
1991 from Johnson and Wales University,
Providence, RI.
JQN RIST '89, St. Cloud, is a personal banker supervisor for Security
Financial Banking and Savings.
RICHARD SARTELL '89, St.
Cloud, joined the staff of Admired Properties Inc. as a property supervisor.

TERESINA SCHELLINGER '89,

LINDA HOOLIHAN OBERI-ANDER
'88 AND PAUL OBERLANDER
LINDA HOOLIHAN OBERLANDER '88, Eagan, married Paul Oberlander in August and is a student in the
MBA program at the University of St.
Thomas. She works in the human resources area for Northwest Airlines.

PATRICE LUOMA PAWELK
'88, Pullman, Wash., is a teaching assistant
for Washington State University.

DOUGLAS SHERWOOD '88, Elle
River, is an accounting manager for Bristo
Myers Squibb.
MARSHA TOURAND '88, St.
Cloud, is a consumer loan representative
for St. Cloud National Bank and Trust
Company.
CLARENCE WHITE '88, St.
Cloud, covered the Minnesota Legislative
session for a non-partisan publication and
is teaching at Metro State University in the
Twin Cities.
JAMES B. BIRCHEM '89, Pierz, is
president of Horizon Health Inc.
STACY BRODT '89, St. Paul, is
employed by the White Bear Lalce School
District as a fifth grade teacher.

KRISTEN
CROONE'89
KRISTEN CROONE '89, St.
Cloud, is a personal banking officer for
Norwest Bank. She just spent six months
in Sweden on an international 4H youth
exchange.
JEFFREY P. FRANK '89, St.
Cloud, is an instructor at St. Cloud State
University in the marketing and general
business department.
TIMOTHY FRIBLEY '89, Oskaloosa, La., has just completed fou,: months
serving in the Iowa National Guard in
Operation Desert Storm in maintanance
operations.
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St. Cloud, is employed by Catholic Charities as a counselor for the St. Cloud Children's Home.
ROGER W. SJOBERG '89, Papillion, NE, completed the electronics technician course with honors and was promoted
to his present ranlc as Navy Petty Officer
3rd Class.

SARAH NOERENBERG SMITH
'89, Watertown, is the city planner. She
completed a 5-year parlc improvement plan
for the city and has been appointed to a
new regional taslc force on downtown
development.
WENDY WAMRE '89, Louisville,
Ky., graduated from the University of
Louisville with a masters of science degree.
She is a speech pathologist for the Tri
County Community Hospital, LaGrange,
Ky ..

1990-91
JILL MARIE ANDERSON '90,
Virginia, has moved to Del Rio, Texas and
is teaching first grade in the Del Rio
School District.
CAROLYN BRAUN '90, St. Paul,
has been accepted into the Humphrey
Institute of Public Affairs at the University
of Minnesota.

MICHELLA KLATT FRANK '90
AND BRIAN FRANK
MICHELLA KLATT FRANK '90,
Blue Earth, is an area manager for Target.
Mickey and Brian Frank were married on a
weekend's notice in January, just two days
before Brian's U.S. Marine Corps was activated and sent to Kuwait. They had
planned a wedding date for August but
Brian would have missed it. In April the
two were reunited again and held their
second wedding.

ERIC P. GOMDRUD '90, Muskegon, Mich., has completed the FAA Air
Traffic Controller Academy and has been
assigned to the Muskegon control tower as
an air traffic controller for the Federal
Aviation Administration.
JODI HUISENTRUIT '90, Iowa
City, Iowa, was a flight attendant for five
months with NWA and then interned in
television. She is now employed as a TV
anchorwoman/reporter for KGAN~TV.
DAN KASPER '90, St. Cloud, has
joined Ament Pools and Spas as parts
manager.
DICK KNOPIK '90, St. Cloud, is a
claims representative for the Social Security Administration.
DAVID LUCAS '90, Clarkfield, is
an environmental and solid waste officer
for Yellow Medicine County.

YVETTE QUARFOO' MCKINNEY '90, Minneapolis, is a project manager for the Washington County Housing
and Redevelopment Authority.
DAVID PIERSON '90, Marshall, is
employed by BCL, Inc. of Marshall.
DEBRA ROMANOSKI '90, Bensenville, lli., is village ordinance administrator for the city of Bensenville.
BARBARA STOCK '90, St. Cloud,
is a second gtade teacher at Oalc Hill elementary school in St. Cloud.
DENNIS WORDEN '90, St. Cloud,
has recently accepted a position in youth
ministry with Hope Lutheran Church in
Sioux Falls, S.D.. He will be working with
junior and senior high students.
MARIE BLUMHARDT '91, is
assuming education positions in Poland as
a teacher trainer and high school English
teacher.

RICHARD KELLERMAN '91,
Blaine, is the assistant bakery manager for
Cub Foods/Super Yalu store.
MARY KAY MAY '91, St. Cloud,
is a counselor for the Family Counseling
and Parenting Center. As a general practice
counselor, she works with families and
couples as well as individuals.
LISA MATTSON '91, Burnsville,
graduated at the top of her Federal Aviation Administration Academy class with a
99.47 grade point average and a perfect
score on the practical problems portion of
the final exam. Her perfect score on the
practical portion is the first in the
Academy.
JAN NIEHAUS '91 , Dellwood, is
playing professional women's basketball in
the German national league at the Division
I level.

We remember..
Our sympathy is with the families and
friends of the following whose deaths have
recently been reported to the Alumni
Association. The date listed is the year of
graduation.
1905 Thea Gunderson, Battle Lalce
1920 Romana Wahl, St. Cloud
1923 Marion Alexander, Sartell
1924 Cecil Anderson, Flagstaff, Ariz.
1925 Margar~t Bemis, St. Cloud
1926 Florence Carlson, Little Falls
1926 Thora Rhoda, Waite Parle
1927 Irene Terras, Howard Lalce
1937 Mabel Schmit, Martinsburg, WV
1939 Orville Hanson, Hoffman
1952 Leonard F. Baufield, Hackensack
1952 David Lepinski, Wadena
1952 Richard Moonier, Redwood Falls
1956 Hilda Schmitz, Saulc Centre
1958 Patricia Campbell, St. Joseph
1968 Charity Heidinger Vollcenant, Anoka
1975 Patricia Knapp, Noblesville, Ind.
1985 Bryan Pederson, Little Falls
1986 Kimberly Janoslc-Knopik,
Minnetonka
1989 David Knopilc, Minnetonka
1989 Drew Roser, Grandy

FACULTY EMERITUS
Dr. Carl Savage Sr., St. Cloud
(Leaming Resources 1968-1991)
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SCSU officials are asking for $1 .1 million to purchase a tract of land that currently includes the
former Robel meat packing plant, south of the campus. The tract is shown in this photograph left of the

first island south of the dam. A "greening " of the area
includes turning the riverfront into recreational
space that will include a fishing pier and walking
trails. Photo by Jim Altobell.

